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Wisdom is bright and unfading.
She readily appears to those who
love her. She's found by those
who keep seeking after her.
Wisdom 6,12

1Preface
All of the work presented henceforth is based on the results obtained during
my three years as a PhD student at the Hevesy Laboratory, DTU-Nutech
(Center for Nuclear Technologies, Technical University of Denmark). All
projects and related experiments have been approved by my supervisors Prof
Kai Mikael Jensen and Dr Torsten Groesser. During the PhD, a seven month
period of research at the University of Pavia (Italy) was conducted under the
additional supervision of Prof Andrea Ottolenghi and Dr Giorgio Baiocco.
The thesis is presented as a collection of four scientiﬁc articles and as a logical
succession of original methods that have been conceived to assist, mainly but
not exclusively, researchers in the ﬁeld of Radiation Biology, especially those
devoted to the study of Auger-electron radionuclide therapy. The reader is
taken from the development and use of a novel analytical approach to calcu-
late electron energy deposition at the subcellular level, to the development of
a computer-vision-based cell colony counter, going through some experimen-
tal applications of the new tools. Scattered between the pages of this thesis,
I have introduced ideas for inspiring the conception of new creative research
projects within the framework of Auger-electron dosimetry.
I would like to thank my supervisors Mikael Jensen and Torsten Groesser for
their continuous guidance over the years. My gratitude further extends to
Giorgio Baiocco and Andrea Ottolenghi for mentoring me during (but also
before and after) my PhD research experience in Pavia. A big thank you
goes to my colleagues at the Hevesy Laboratory, especially Pil Fredericia,
Jesper Fonslet, and Kristina Pedersen for their support.
Finally, I would like to thank my family and especially my great love Letizia
for supporting and encouraging me in the decision of starting a PhD far away
from home. Leti, I could not have done this without you!

3Resumé (Dansk)
Nedenfor gives en kort sammenfatning af afhandlingen og dermed de projek-
ter der udgør kernen i mit Ph.d. arbejde.
Stråleterapi i mange forskellige former spiller i dag en vigtig rolle i behandling
af kræft, både i form af ekstern og intern bestråling. Nærværende arbejde
beskæftiger sig primært med forhold af betydning for interne bestråling. In-
ternt deponerede radioaktive isotoper, der udsender betastråler (elektroner)
kan eﬀektivt behandle kræftknuder samtidigt med at rask væv skånes. Dette
afhænger i høj grad af energien af de udsendte elektroner. Energiabsorption
fra langtrækkende betapartikler kan påvirke omliggende raskt væv i betyde-
lig grad. Af denne grund er de såkaldt "rene Auger-emittere" blevet fremført
som bedre strålingsgivere ved intern terapi der udnytter særlig koncentreret
biologisk lokalisation i target (kræftknuden). Auger emission og dermed Au-
ger elektroner er ofte resultatet af elektronindfangning eller intern konversion
ved henfald af visse radionuklider. Sådanne begivenheder starter med et hul
i en af de indre elektronskaller, og efterfølges af en kaskade stadig mere lav-
energetiske, kortrækkende elektroner (i det følgende kaldes alle elektroner
i en sådan kaskade for Auger elektroner). Mit arbejde i denne afhandling
angriber problemerne omkring dosis og biologisk virkning af sådanne Auger
begivenheder, belyst fra hver sin vinkel.
Den absorberede dosis betragtes normalt som den grundlæggende størrelse,
der kan måles og forudsige eﬀekten af ioniserende stråling. Hensigten med
stråleterapi er netop at levere en høj og dræbende dosis til de maligne celler,
mens raske celler skånes. Behovet for nøjagtig dosisplanlægning omfattende
både raskt væv og tumorvæv er almindeligt anerkendt indenfor den eksterne
stråleterapi. Der er også bred enighed om, at intern radionuklidterapi skal
tilstræbe at opnå en høj, veldeﬁneret og forudsigelig dosis til target samtidigt
med at dosis til øvrigt væv og organer også skal kunne beregnes.
Dette er i dag muligt med rimelig god præcision under udnyttelsen af de
såkaldte S-faktorer, der er indført og beregnet af Medical Internal Radiation
Dose (MIRD) komiteen. S-faktorerne angiver dosis til et givet target organ
som følge af et enkelt henfald i et kilde (source) organ. S-faktorerne be-
regnes ved brug af geometriske antagelser om organernes indbyrdes position
og afstand (International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)
standard man). Den resulterende dosisfordeling fremkommer ved multipli-
kation af S-faktorerne med den beregnede eller målte kumulative aktivitet i
det enkelte kilde-organ.
4 RESUMÉ (DANSK)
Ved brug af radionuklider med meget lokaliseret dosisafsættelse, hvor de en-
kelte partiklers rækkevidde er sammenlignelig med cellediameteren, er det
nødvendigt at forﬁne ovenstående formalisme med introduktion af de såkaldte
cellulære S-faktorer. MIRD har udgivet tabeller over disse cellulære fakto-
rer, men begrænset til sfæriske cellegeometrier, hvilket i mange tilfælde er en
urealistisk antagelse. Endvidere benytter MIRD kun den såkaldte Continu-
ous Slowing Down Approximation (CSDA), der har væsentlige mangler for
lavenergetiske elektroner. Approksimationen ignorerer delta elektronernes
rækkevidde og tager ikke hensyn til elektronernes vinkel- og energispredning,
der ellers er vigtige eﬀekter på subcellulær længdeskala og ved lav elektron-
energi. Der er brug for en mere pålidelig beregningsmetode, hvis dosimetri
på cellulært niveau skal benyttes til at vurdere diagnostiske eller terapeutiske
isotoper, der har væsentlig udsendelse af lav-energetiske elektroner. En ge-
nerel anvendelse af Monte-Carlo-beregninger til løsning af disse problemer er
normalt uden for rækkevidde for den biomedicinske forsker. Det er af denne
grund, at jeg har arbejdet på at udvikle en alternativ metode til beregning
af de cellulære S-faktorer. Den nye metode er en analytisk metode, imple-
menteret i et MATLAB program kaldet COOLER (COmputation Of Local
Electron Release). Den er funderet på, og valideret gennem Monte-Carlo-
simuleringer, der som input kun benytter den aktuelle cellegeometri og det
udsendte spektrum af betapartikler.
Beskrivelsen af COOLER ﬁndes i publikationen: Siragusa et al. The COOLER
code: a novel analytical approach to calculate subcellular energy deposition
by internal electron emitters. Radiat Res. 2017;188(2):204-220.
Det har desuden været hensigten med mit PhD-arbejde at forbedre sammen-
ligningen af den biologiske skade til cellulære systemer ved forskellige do-
sishastigheder og energispektre for både interne og eksterne strålingskilder.
Ud fra en detaljeret beskrivelse af fysikken bag energioverførsel fra elektro-
ner til levende celler var det hensigten at ﬁnde modiﬁkationer til de sæd-
vanlige dosimetri-parametre, såsom Relative Biological Eﬀectiveness (RBE)-
værdierne. Det er på denne baggrund, at jeg har udforsket betydningen af
bl.a. cellegeometri for RBE-værdien ved korte bestrålinger af cellekulturer
med tritieret vand. I dette arbejde har det vist sig afgørende at anvende
resultaterne fra COOLER.
Arbejdet er publiceret i artiklen: Siragusa et al. Radiobiological eﬀects of
tritiated water short-term exposure on V79 clonogenic cell survival. Int J
Radiat Biol. 2018;94(2):157-165.
Efter oﬀentliggørelsen af COOLER programmer har forskellige forskere med
interesse i intern terapi vist interesse i at anvende programmet. I 2017
5blev jeg derfor involveret i arbejdet med at beregne den absorberede do-
sis fra 135La, og dette har resulteret i artiklen: Fonslet et al. 135La as an
Auger-electron emitter for targeted internal radiotherapy. Phys Med Biol.
2017;63(1):015026.
Endelig har jeg arbejdet med det såkaldte klonogene assay, der er en ud-
bredt anvendt metode til at kvantiﬁcere cellevækst. Det benyttes ofte til
at bedømme omfanget af stråleskade, men kræver normalt et betydeligt og
anstrengende arbejde ved mikroskopet, når de overlevende cellekloner skal
tælles. Jeg har til dette brug udviklet og publiceret CoCoNut (Colony Coun-
ter developed by the Nutech department at the Technical University of Den-
mark). Den består af en open source ImageJ makro og en 3D-printbar fo-
tograﬁsk lysboks, som er designet til at samarbejde. CoCoNut værktøjet er
blevet valideret ved sammenligning med manuel optælling af V79 cellekloner,
og programmet har vist sig at være i stand til at give et korrekt resultat og
også håndtere afvigende celleklon-morfologier.
CoCoNut er beskrevet i studiet: Siragusa et al. Cell colony counter called Co-
CoNut. PLoS One. Manuskriptnummer: PONE-D-18-03194. Manuskriptet
forberedes til anden indsendelse efter den indledende bedømmelse.

7Abstract (English)
New approaches are needed for studying the radiobiological eﬀects of low-
energy electrons on living cells. This thesis describes the development, the
validation, and the use of two new tools, called COOLER (COmputation
Of Local Electron Release) and CoCoNut (Colony Counter developed by the
Nutech department at the Technical University of Denmark).
COOLER is a general purpose absorbed dose calculation method that has
been entrusted to a novel software program of the same name. It uses Monte
Carlo simulations of monoenergetic point dose kernels as a base for ﬁnding
analytical solutions to cellular dosimetry problems. The COOLER approach
is applicable to a wide range of cellular geometries and the software handles
electron energies up to 50 keV.
Electron ranges are calculated and compared to MIRD (Medical Internal Ra-
diation Dose) predictions, whose results appear to be overestimated above
20 keV. Cellular S-values are obtained for diﬀerent activity distribution sce-
narios and compared to MIRD predictions and Monte Carlo simulations. We
prove that COOLER can successfully reproduce Monte Carlo results using
an analytical approach. By comparing COOLER to MIRD results, we show
that the largest discrepancies between the two methods can be expected for
electrons between 25 and 30 keV for a V79 cellular model. For those energies,
S-values disagree from 50 to 100%, depending on the activity distribution.
MIRD predictions fail the most when the activity is modeled on the cell
surface.
Description of COOLER is contained in the publication: Siragusa et al. The
COOLER code: a novel analytical approach to calculate subcellular energy
deposition by internal electron emitters. Radiat Res. 2017;188(2):204-220.
COOLER has been successfully employed to calculate absorbed dose values
of free ﬂoating and attached V79 cells contaminated with tritiated water
(HTO). In order to use HTO as a model for investigating the biological
eﬀects of low-energy electrons, experiments have been carried out avoiding
tritium incorporation into precursor biomolecules.
In this thesis, we compare low-energy electron cell-killing eﬃcacy to that
of external photon irradiation using RBE (Relative Biological Eﬀectiveness)
values obtained from clonogenic cell survival experiments. RBEs are calcu-
lated at the 10% survival fraction and are based on the ratio of COOLER-
calculated absorbed doses.
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Irrespective of the cell geometry, RBE results for ﬂoating and adherent cells
are always 2. Results conﬁrm that low-energy electrons contribute signiﬁ-
cantly more to the radiation damage than could be expected for such elec-
trons. Moreover, COOLER shows that the change in the cell culture growth
condition is relevant as suspended V79 cells tend to quickly form small cell
clusters, which are responsible for an increased radiation resistance of the
cells.
The role of the dose rate of the reference radiation for RBE-calculations is also
investigated. In our experiments, RBEs range from 1.6 to 2.0 for adherent
V79 cells, when compared respectively to acute exposures or to similar dose
rates of external γ-rays.
Results on HTO experiments have been published: Siragusa et al. Radiobi-
ological eﬀects of tritiated water short-term exposure on V79 clonogenic cell
survival. Int J Radiat Biol. 2018;94(2):157-165.
All radiobiological results contained in the previously mentioned article have
been obtained counting many cell clones in a number of clonogenic cell sur-
vival experiments. In this thesis, I describe the development of a combined
software/hardware tool, called CoCoNut, that automates the otherwise slow
counting process. CoCoNut consists of an open source ImageJ macro and a
3D-printable photographic light-box, engineered to work together. The full
method is tested against V79 cell survival in cell culture ﬂasks and Petri
dishes.
It proves able to identify cell clones with unconventional morphology, to
successfully distinguish between single and merged colonies, and to identify
colonies bordering on ﬂask edges.
Description of CoCoNut is given in the study: Siragusa et al. Cell colony
counter called CoCoNut. PLoS One. Manuscript number: PONE-D-18-
03194. Under preparation for resubmission after initial review.
Finally, COOLER is used to compute accurate absorbed dose calculations for
the novel Auger electron emitter 135La, as reported in the publication: Fonslet
et al. 135La as an Auger-electron emitter for targeted internal radiotherapy.
Phys Med Biol. 2017;63(1):015026.
In that article, COOLER-derived cellular S-values are compared to MIRD
results for a spherical V79 cellular model. S-value contributions to the cell
nucleus from diﬀerent source regions are determined. When compared to
MIRD, COOLER S-value results show an increased dose for the combinations
N ← Cy (38%) and N ← CS (89%), while the N ← N case shows a 5%
9decrease. Being N the cell Nucleus, Cy the Cytoplasm, and CS the Cell
Surface.
Our results make clear that MIRD calculations may underestimate absorbed
dose values for tumor treatment plannings based on 135La.
COOLER and CoCoNut have succeeded in giving meticulous and prompt
radiobiological results for our experiments. Therefore, their combination is
suitable for future research projects aimed at assessing the role of low-energy
electrons in, for example, therapeutic applications and radiation protection
scenarios.
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List of my publications
Listed in the order presented in the thesis:
1. Title: The COOLER code: a novel analytical approach to calculate
subcellular energy deposition by internal electron emitters.
Authors: Siragusa M, Baiocco G, Fredericia PM, Friedland W, Groes-
ser T, Ottolenghi A, Jensen M.
Journal: Radiat Res. 2017;188(2):204-220.
Current status: published.
Contribution to the work: I am the ﬁrst author and the main
contributor to the publication. I developed the COOLER code and I
worked at its validation using Monte Carlo simulations. In addition, I
did extensive literature research before writing the article. I performed
all calculations included in the paper and I worked on their interpreta-
tion. I wrote the article, revised it, and corresponded with the journal
for its publication.
2. Title: Radiobiological eﬀects of tritiated water short-term exposure on
V79 clonogenic cell survival.
Authors: Siragusa M, Fredericia PM, Jensen M, Groesser T.
Journal: Int J Radiat Biol. 2018;94(2):157-165.
Current status: published.
Contribution to the work: I am the ﬁrst author and the main
contributor to the publication. I developed the algorithms for inter-
nal dosimetry calculations. I addressed scientiﬁc questions related to
low-energy electron radiotoxicity. I performed internal dosimetry cal-
culations (S-values). I analyzed all results. I wrote extensive parts of
the article and I revised it entirely.
3. Title: 135La as an Auger-electron emitter for targeted internal radiot-
herapy.
Authors: Fonslet J, Lee BQ, Tran TA, Siragusa M, Jensen M, Kibedi
T, Stuchbery AE, Severin GW.
Journal: Phys Med Biol. 2017;63(1):015026.
Current status: published.
Contribution to the work: My contribution to the publication was
in the framework of the dosimetry. I calculated the results for 135La
using the COOLER software and I analyzed them. Such results are
contained in tables 4 and 5, and in ﬁgures 3 and 4. I wrote those parts
of the article that contain information about the COOLER code.
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4. Title: Cell colony counter called CoCoNut.
Authors: Siragusa M, Dall'Olio S, Fredericia PM, Jensen M, Groesser
T.
Journal: PLoS One. Manuscript number: PONE-D-18-03194.
Current status: Under preparation for resubmission after initial re-
view.
Contribution to the work: I am the ﬁrst author and the main con-
tributor to the publication. I developed CoCoNut conceptually and
operationally (the software) and I worked on its validation. In addi-
tion, I did extensive literature research before writing the article. I
imaged all the samples and analyzed all the results. I wrote extensive
parts of the article.
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List of abbreviations
CIE International Commission on Illumination
CoCoNut Colony Counter developed by the Nutech department at the Techni-
cal University of Denmark
COOLER COmputation Of Local Electron Release
CSDA Continuous Slowing Down Approximation
DNA DeoxyriboNucleic Acid
DSB Double-Strand Break
DTPA Diethyeneltriaminepentacetic acid
DTU Danmarks Tekniske Universitet
EC Electron Capture
EDTA Ethylene Diamine Tetraacetic Acid
EOSB End-Of-Saturation Bombardment
FBS Fetal Bovine Serum
Geant Geometry and tracking
GRF Geometric Reduction Factor
HDR High Dose Rate
HEPES 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid
HTO Tritiated water
IC Internal Conversion
ICP-OES Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy
ICRP International Commission on Radiological Protection
IR Ionizing Radiation
LDR Low Dose Rate
LET Linear Energy Transfer
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LSC Liquid Scintillator Counter
MATLAB MATrix LABoratory
MEM Minimum Essential Medium
MIRD Medical Internal Radiation Dose
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
NuDat Nuclear structure and decay Data
Nutech Center for Nuclear Technologies
PARTRAC PARticle TRACks
PBS Phosphate Buﬀered Saline
PDK Point Dose Kernel
PE Plating Eﬃciency
PET Positron Emission Tomography
PMMA PolyMethyl MethAcrylate
RBE Relative Biological Eﬀectiveness
RGB Red-Green-Blue
ROI Region Of Interest
SEM Standard Error of the Mean
SF Surviving Fraction
SPECT Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography
SSB Single-Strand Break
TLC Thin-Layer Chromatography
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Structure of the thesis
During the three years of my PhD, I have worked at four original scientiﬁc
articles, which are now at diﬀerent publishing stages as speciﬁed in the List of
my publications section (three published, one under review). They represent
the heart of this work and they are all enclosed as appendices to the thesis. In
addition to the publications, the thesis includes four introductory chapters,
one per scientiﬁc article. These chapters identify my key contributions to
the papers. They often include historical or mathematical considerations
and, most importantly, they focus on some relevant aspects that did not
ﬁnd space in the publications. Finally yet importantly, they tether the four
papers together in order to tell one single story.
Each introduction chapter has a corresponding publication (four chapters,
four publications) as speciﬁed in the following:
 Chapter 1 is an introduction to The COOLER code: a novel analytical
approach to calculate subcellular energy deposition by internal electron
emitters (Appendix A).
 Chapter 2 is an introduction to Radiobiological eﬀects of tritiated wa-
ter short-term exposure on V79 clonogenic cell survival (Appendix
B).
 Chapter 3 is an introduction to 135La as an Auger-electron emitter for
targeted internal radiotherapy (Appendix C).
 Chapter 4 is an introduction to Cell colony counter called CoCoNut
(Appendix D).
The thesis has been conceived to be read in the following order: Preface,
Abstract, Structure of the thesis, Aim of the work, Introduction to the work,
Chapter 1, Appendix A, Chapter 2, Appendix B, Chapter 3, Appendix C,
Chapter 4, Appendix D, Conclusions and Perspectives. The reader is invited
to follow the aforesaid order to enjoy the thesis to the fullest.
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Aim of the work
The aim of the work described in this thesis is the development, the vali-
dation, and the use of two new methods, called COOLER (COmputation
Of Local Electron Release) and CoCoNut (Colony Counter developed by the
Nutech department at the Technical University of Denmark).
The study objectives include:
 To design a new approach for cellular dosimetry calculations of low-
energy electrons;
 To use tritium as a model for investigating the biological eﬀects of
low-energy electrons;
 To compute accurate absorbed dose calculations for the novel Auger
electron emitter 135La;
 To discuss the role of point dose kernels for cellular dosimetry calcula-
tions of low-energy electrons;
 To develop a computer-vision-based tool capable of calculating the
number of viable colonies in the clonogenic cell survival assay.
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Introduction to the work
When multiple Auger-cascade electrons interact with water, the main consti-
tuent of cells, they induce highly localized ionizing energy depositions. Due
to the emission of short-range (on the order of a cell diameter) particles,
Auger-electron emitters are indicated as good candidates for highly-targeted
radionuclide therapies. However, their dosimetry and the prediction of the
radiation-induced damage of DNA, the critical target, remain two big chal-
lenges because of diﬃculties on:
1. The measurement and modeling of source distributions in nonuniform
targets inside the human body, depending on the accumulation of ra-
dionuclide carriers in diﬀerent cells (e.g. tumor vs. healthy) and cell
compartments.
2. The multiplicity eﬀect, i.e. the simultaneous emission of a number of
electrons from a single source; spatial and temporal coincidence need
to be investigated.
3. The obtaining of accurate decay spectra, which include electron energy
branches below the keV level.
4. The modeling of the action of free radicals on DNA.
5. The understanding on the interaction of a (possibly) highly ionized
radionuclide with DNA, at the end of the cascade process.
6. The measurement and modeling of the bystander eﬀect.
7. The deﬁnition of a solid approach to convert administered activity to
radiation dose at the cellular level.
Researchers have coped with this list for many years, but no comprehensive
solution has been found yet. In order to progress in the dosimetry of Auger-
electron emitters, I have focused on point number 7. Beside the developing
of a new approach, I have created, validated, and used a software tool to
calculate subcellular absorbed doses, given the distribution of radionuclides
in diﬀerent cellular compartments. The program (and the method) is called
COOLER (COmputation Of Local Electron Release).
The eﬀects of ionizing radiation are typically summarized by the calculation
of Relative Biological Eﬀectiveness (RBE) values. Their importance lays on
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the possibility to account for eﬃcacy variations of diﬀerent radiation types
(with diﬀerent energy, dose rate, ...) on various biological systems using
a single number. The higher the RBE, the more damaging is the type of
radiation under consideration. Importantly, RBEs guide the selections of
radiation weighting factors wr, which are required in radiation protection
(and often by legal regulations) to estimate risks [1]. Since RBE is deﬁned as
the ratio of the absorbed doses required by two radiations to cause the same
eﬀect, it is extremely important to be able to calculate precise dose values.
This further explains the importance of COOLER.
ICRP assigns wr = 1 to all electrons but Auger electrons that originate from
emitters that are bound to DNA. They are recognized as a special case for
low-LET radiation. ICRP believes that such emitters need special attention
in radiological protection but does not indicate how to calculate their RBE,
although the committee considers a radiation weighting factor bigger than
20 as appropriate [1].
In order to deal with point number 7, the Medical Internal Radiation Dose
(MIRD) committee has deﬁned a formalism that relies on a physical quantity
called cellular S-value [2], that is, the dose to a target region per decay in
a source region. In this thesis, the target region is identiﬁed with the cell
nucleus, as DNA is generally considered the main target of ionizing radiation.
Oﬃcial MIRD calculations are based on 1969 Arthur Cole's experiment, who
performed electron transmission experiments in air and plastic foils for a
wide range of energies [3]. In 2014, MIRD and Rutgers University released
a software tool, named MIRDcell, for dosimetric analyses and S-value calcu-
lations. The software is still based on the original formalism and on Cole's
formula [4]. The method is questionable for low-energy electrons with typical
electron ranges equal to or less than one cell diameter. It has to be reﬁned
for two reasons:
 Cole's results are not direct stopping power measurements, but they
were obtained as the derivative of a measured energy versus range de-
pendence.
 MIRD S-values are restricted to a narrow range of geometries that do
not apply to cellular work.
MIRD approach is currently in use to satisfy legal requirements for the ad-
ministration of radiopharmaceuticals, therefore the method needs to be im-
proved as much as possible and the development of COOLER goes in that
direction.
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A valid alternative to MIRD analytical method is given by Monte Carlo
techniques. They have been used for about 30 years to address track-structure-
related problems. Speciﬁcally, they can be used for modeling dose depositions
around electron-emitting point-sources (the Point Dose Kernels: PDKs) and,
subsequently, to calculate cellular S-values. However, in this thesis and in
Appendix A, we claim that Monte Carlo codes could be beyond the practical
reach of the preclinical and clinical researcher and therefore analytical tools,
like COOLER, should be preferred.
COOLER relies on the macroscopic quantity absorbed dose. It has been con-
ceived and optimized for dealing with low-energy electron-emitting sources,
homogeneously distributed in diﬀerent subcellular compartments. By deve-
loping COOLER, I confronted with MIRD limitations (the only alternative
analytical approach) and I have made two major advances:
 I used the PARTRACMonte Carlo code [5, 6] to give the best simulated
approach to PDKs for monoenergetic electrons.
 I developed a general convolution method, which allows application of
the Monte Carlo-simulated PDKs to various relevant cellular geome-
tries.
The main hypothesis of this thesis is that COOLER is a valuable advance for
cellular dosimetry. The hypothesis has been tested in the published article
contained in Appendix A and proved in two other publications: Appendices
B and C. All radiobiological assumptions are given in the papers.
In Appendix A, results from PARTRAC calculations on electron range, stop-
ping power, and residual energy versus traveled distance curves are presented.
Two example cell models are presented to mimic V79 cells grown in-vitro as
suspension or as adherent cultures. Cellular S-value calculations are also pre-
sented for a number of activity distributions. COOLER results are validated
against PARTRAC calculations and compared to MIRDcell predictions and
to results based on diﬀerent track-structure calculations (Geant4-DNA, [7]).
Irrespective of the cellular geometry, COOLER always reproduced correctly
PARTRAC results. For the spherical cellular model, the largest discrepancies
between COOLER and MIRD predictions were generally found for electrons
between 25 and 30 keV, where the magnitude of disagreement in S-values was
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up to 100%, depending on the activity distribution. In calculations for acti-
vity distribution on the cell surface, MIRD predictions appeared to fail the
most. Geant4-DNA predictions were often intermediate among COOLER
and MIRD. The adherent culture conﬁguration results could only be com-
pared to PARTRAC, and just for the case of activity distribution uniformly
distributed in the cell nucleus. This was due to geometrical limitations of
PARTRAC and MIRD, while Geant4-DNA results are not available for our
V79 adherent model.
In Appendix B, COOLER was employed to investigate the radiobiological
eﬀects of low-energy electrons, comparing their cell-killing eﬃcacy to that
of external photon irradiation. In this second work, we used tritium (in
the form of tritiated water: HTO) as a low-energy electron-emitter model to
avoid important roadblocks, namely the multiplicity eﬀect and the interaction
of a highly ionized radionuclide with DNA (points 2 and 5 of the aforesaid
list). Moreover, all experiments of Appendix B have been carried out avoiding
tritium incorporation into organic compounds. Thanks to COOLER we could
investigate the cell geometry (ﬂoating vs. adherent cells) and the tritium full
beta-decay spectrum impact on the S-values and subsequently on the RBE
of HTO for clonogenic cell survival at similar high dose rates.
My results for S-values of cells growing in suspension are usually comparable
to those for adherent cells. RBEs calculated at the 10% survival fraction
through the use of the average energy (5.7 keV) are almost similar to those
obtained with a detailed beta-spectrum. For adherent cells, an RBE of 1.6
was found when HTO cell survival curves were compared to acute γ-ray ex-
posures (about 120 Gy/h). Irrespective of the geometrical conﬁguration, the
RBE was 2.0 when the comparison was made with similar dose rates of about
3 Gy/h.
In Appendix C, I used COOLER to calculate the dosimetry of 135La, which
emits, on average, 10.9 electrons per decay with a maximum energy of approx-
imately 36 keV. Careful cellular dosimetry calculations have been carried out
using both NuDat 2 decay information (https://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nudat2/)
and a much more detailed decay spectrum, obtained through the BrIccEmis
code [8, 9]. The comparison between the two methods is of help for under-
standing the third point of my list, which is shown at the beginning of this
chapter. In Appendix C, only the spherical V79 cellular model was used. In
this way, COOLER results could be compared to MIRD predictions. S-value
contributions to the cell nucleus (the target region) from a variety of source
regions were determined.
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Diﬀerences in COOLER between the use of the BrIccEmis and NuDat 2
decay information mainly arise for the diﬀerent total decay energy (NuDat
2: 5.1 keV/decay. BrIccEmis: 6.5 keV/decay. Diﬀerence of about 27%) and,
of course, because of a diﬀerent weighting of the various electron branches.
Moreover, the lack of the M and N branches in the NuDat scheme provides
additional justiﬁcation to the 23% decrease of the S-value for the N ← N
case.
When using the BrIccEmis spectrum and comparing COOLER with MIRD
predictions, S-value results showed an increase for the compartments N ←
Cy and N ← CS of 38% and 89% respectively, while the N ← N case showed
a 5% decrease. Being N the cell Nucleus, Cy the Cytoplasm, and CS the Cell
Surface. The term at the left of the arrow is the so-called target region, while
the other one is the source region. This decrease is in agreement with the
considerations I have made in Appendix A, where the same cellular model
was employed.
Generally speaking, the main reason behind discrepancies between COOLER
and MIRD is found in the diﬀerent energy-deposition curves/PDKs adopted
by the two approaches.
The concept of point dose kernel is an abstraction as is the concept of absor-
bed dose itself. It is not possible to prove that a dose kernel is correct at the
nanoscopic level. However, we proved that it is useful for experiments carried
out on living cells. Unfortunately, the biological eﬀects of low-energy elec-
trons on cells are not well known. For this reason, we cannot prove that our
dose calculations are correct. Instead, we provided in Appendix B relevant
comparisons to external sources.
Additionally, we proved that COOLER is relevant for the subject of medi-
cal dosimetry, in Appendix C. In that publication, COOLER was the only
possible choice (beside Monte Carlo codes) for calculating accurate absorbed
dose values for 135La.
At its current stage, the biggest limitation of our method lays on the lack of
theoretical tools to modify the concepts of absorbed dose and PDK, when
low-energy, cascading electron emitters are bound to critical targets, such
as DNA. Such tools should be identiﬁed and used together with COOLER
results.
In COOLER, electrons with initial energies below 1 keV are considered as
local interactions, which means that their energy is entirely deposited at the
origin of the electron track. For such electrons, no Monte Carlo simulations
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are performed. However, this is not a limitation to the formalism as long as
the target region is the cell nucleus.
Over the years, many research groups have addressed the problem of calcula-
ting cellular S-value for low-energy electrons. Although MIRD formalism is
still in use, Monte Carlo simulations have been seen as the only alternative.
However, none of the newer Monte Carlo-based methods have received the
acceptance of the MIRD and ICRP committees and the entire subject is still
unsettled.
In Appendix B, biological experiments to test the radiotoxicity of low-energy
electrons have been carried out via the clonogenic cell survival assay. As
the method usually requires a slow manual counting of viable colonies (those
with more than 50 cells), I have decided to develop a computer-vision-based
method for automating the scoring procedure. Description of the method is
reported in Appendix C, where attempts from other authors are also descri-
bed.
The new tool is called CoCoNut (Colony Counter developed by the Nutech
department at the Technical University of Denmark) and consists of an open
source ImageJ macro and a 3D-printable photographic light-box, engineered
to work together.
In the work I have addressed some of the most common issues of software
developers involved in similar projects. Thanks to the creation of the light-
box, pictures of the cell colonies can be taken under uniform lighting conditi-
ons. Background identiﬁcation has been made possible through thresholding
techniques and because of an algorithm that divides the image of a sample
containing the cells by an empty one. In CoCoNut, multiple colony counting
is performed for each sample in order to separate merging colonies correctly,
especially those that tend to pile up on the edges of the cell culture contai-
ners.
The full method was tested against V79 cell survival in cell culture ﬂasks
and Petri dishes. It proved able to identify cell clones with unconventional
morphology, to successfully distinguish between single and merged colonies,
and to identify colonies bordering on ﬂask edges.
At present, CoCoNut has been optimized only for the V79 cell line and has
not been tested on tumor cells yet. The possibility to use it on diﬀerent
biological systems depends on careful ﬁne-tuning of those parameters that
best describe the properties of the cell lines of interest.
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Chapter 1: Auger electrons and the COOLER
code
The COOLER (COmputation Of Local Electron Release) code is the key
element of my ﬁrst project as a PhD student and it is well described in Ap-
pendix A. This chapter starts by explaining the contents of that publication.
The rest of the chapter is a discussion about important complementary infor-
mation to Appendix A and presents the scientiﬁc context in which COOLER
inserts itself. Chapter 1 incorporates a discussion on Auger electrons and
their radiobiological relevance. In addition, a historical approach to the use
of Point Dose Kernels (PDKs) for low-energy electron emitters is given toget-
her with their use in the MIRD formalism and in COOLER. In the context of
PDKs, I have introduced the so-called divergence problem, which arises when
the distance from the point source is null. A new possible solution to this
issue is presented. The importance of the advancements in track-structure
theory are ﬁnally discussed, also mentioning their importance for the inves-
tigation of Auger-electron-emitting radionuclides.
The description of the interaction of radiation with matter and the deﬁni-
tion of absorbed dose are not the subject of this thesis. Such concepts are
usually only referenced. However, the reader will recognize them as they are
presented in prestigious references, for example Frank Herbert Attix's book
[10] (Absorbed dose: Chapter 2, part III. Charged-particle interactions in
matter: Chapter 8, parts from I to IV).
The COOLER code explained. Need for this study and
ﬁrst results.
Appendix A is about the development and the validation of a software pro-
gram called COOLER, which was designed to calculate subcellular energy
depositions (and absorbed dose values) by internal electron emitters.
The starting point of the article is that, although absorbed dose is typically
considered very important for predicting radiation-induced biological eﬀects,
we do not have an ultimate tool for cellular dosimetry assessments when
it comes to internal low-energy electron-emitting radionuclides. The most
common technique for cellular dosimetry calculations of low-energy electron
emitters has been proposed by the Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD)
committee about 50 years ago and it is still in force. Since its deﬁnition, the
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formalism has not changed. In this sense, MIRD describes the absorbed dose
D from a source region s to a target region t in terms of S-values, which are
typically deﬁned through the following formula:
D(t← s) = A˜s · S(t← s) (1)
where the source and target regions could be, for example, the cell nucleus
and the cell surface. A˜s is the cumulated activity and represents the total
number of decays that occur in the source region. S(t← s) is called S-value
and it is expressed in Gy/(Bq · s). The concept of the S-value is discussed in
much great detail in Appendix A.
Over the years, many international laboratories have addressed the problem
of electron cellular S-value calculations. They all decided to use Monte Carlo
simulations (obtained from diﬀerent codes) as successful alternative ways for
conducting calculations. For example, in Appendix A we report the results
obtained in a recent experiment by Seﬂ et al. [11] using Geant4-DNA that
shows that deviations from MIRD S-value predictions are found with this
code.
In our publication, we claimed that sometimes Monte Carlo codes are beyond
the practical reach of the preclinical and clinical researcher and therefore
analytical tools (MIRD method is based on an analytical approach) may be
preferred. However, any new method should prove capable of overcoming
the limitations contained in the original method. Such limitations include
the use of the Continuous Slowing Down Approximation (CSDA) approach,
the employment of Cole's formula, and the adoption of Geometric Reduction
Factors (GRFs). To summarize the main aspects that turn these three factors
into limitations we can say that:
 the adoption of the CSDA neglects by construction the ﬁnite range of
delta rays as well as angular deﬂections and straggling eﬀects, which
are relevant at the subcellular level [12, 13].
 Cole's energy-loss formula has the units of a stopping power, but it
is obtained as the derivative of the energy versus range dependence
measured in electron transmission experiments in air and plastic foils
[3].
 The GRFs can be deﬁned only for simple geometries such as spheres,
which are not always representative to realistic in-vivo cell geometries.
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In the publication contained in Appendix A, we have overcome all these li-
mitations by developing a MATLAB-based tool that was named COOLER.
Such a program allows the implementation of complex geometrical models
and can be used to convolve two terms, i.e. a geometrical with a physical
term. The geometrical part contains information on the cell type (e.g. the
growing condition, the nuclear and cellular diameters, ...) and the activity
distribution. The physical term includes Monte Carlo-derived stopping po-
wer information. In this sense, the physics is obtained similarly to many
other studies that adopt Monte Carlo simulations (including Seﬂ et al. [11])
and that do not want to use Cole's experimental energy-loss formula or the
CSDA. However, in our case the Monte Carlo results are tabulated and stored
in COOLER; they are used as inputs for the analytical formula (the convo-
lution). In its current version, COOLER can handle electron energies up
to 50 keV. In addition, it contains cellular models that represent V79 cells,
cultured under adherent or suspension growing conditions.
In Appendix A, the code and its validation are discussed in detail. Electron
ranges and energy deposition data, presented as a function of distance from
the source, are also obtained and discussed. In particular, we calculated
the electron range for energies between 5 and 50 keV using Monte Carlo
simulations. Then the results were ﬁtted and the resulting equation was
used in COOLER to deﬁne the distance between the electron point source
and the farthest interaction (along a straight line). By comparing our range
results to MIRD predictions (obtained through Cole's experiment), we noted
that MIRD results tend to overestimate results above 20 keV.
Results for electron S-values as a function of energy are presented for diﬀe-
rent activity distribution scenarios and compared to MIRD predictions. In
the paper, we always considered the cell nucleus as the target region, while
calculations were performed using the cell nucleus, the cell surface or the
whole cell as source regions. Wherever possible, such calculations have been
compared to MIRD predictions and to Monte Carlo simulations. In this way,
we proved that the idea behind COOLER is successful as the software can
easily reproduce Monte Carlo results by means of an analytical approach.
All the aforesaid limitations (CSDA, Cole's energy-loss formula, and the use
of GRFs) have been overcome. From our comparison between COOLER and
MIRD results, we showed that in the case of a V79 cellular model the largest
discrepancies between the two methods were generally found for electrons
between 25 and 30 keV. For those energies, the magnitude of disagreement in
S-values can vary from 50 to 100%, depending on the activity distribution.
Speciﬁcally, in calculations for activity distribution on the cell surface, MIRD
predictions appeared to fail the most.
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The world of Auger electrons
Despite the advent of, for example, proton and carbon ion beams, a high-
energy photon beam is still the most common form of radiation used for
tumor treatment. In addition to the use of external beams, diﬀerent types of
internal radiotherapy are also possible. The use of internal electron emitters
to treat tumors while saving the healthy tissues depends on the energy of
the emitted electrons. Energy deposition of long-range beta electrons can
aﬀect healthy cells located in the proximity of the target. For such reason,
low-energy electron emitters are often indicated as better candidates for in-
ternal radionuclide therapy. In 1925, Pierre V. Auger observed in a cloud
chamber the emission of electrons with constant kinetic energy from Ar+ ions
and described the Auger eﬀect [14]. Auger electrons are induced by those
mechanisms that create inner atomic shell vacancies, for example the photoe-
lectric eﬀect. They are also typical products of the results of radionuclides
that decay by electron capture or have substantial internal conversion [15].
Irrespective of the process, the removal of an electron from an inner atomic
shell leaves the atom in an excited state. The relaxation back to the ground
state takes place via radiative and radiationless processes. Radiative events
are those that involve the emission of characteristic X-rays. Depending on
the shell associated with the process, non-radiative events result in the emis-
sion of Auger, Coster-Kronig, and super-Coster-Kronig electrons, which are
here all conveniently called Auger electrons.
Auger electrons are ultimately emitted as a shower of very low-energy and
short-range electrons. In fact, as primary vacancies are ﬁlled up, the cascade
of electron transitions raises the total number of vacancies by spending the
transition energy to eject other electrons from more distant shells.
Radiation biologists often look at DNA as the most critical target of ionizing
radiation. Radiation can cause many diﬀerent types of DNA damage, for
example Single and Double-Strand Breaks (SSBs and DSBs, respectively).
However, several DNA repair mechanisms are at disposal for the cell to max-
imize its chance of survival. It is known for instance that although SSBs are
easy to repair, DSBs represent a much more serious type of DNA damage,
which may lead to a loss of genetic information and cell death [16].
It is well documented that Auger emitters show high radiotoxicity; it means
that they are likely to produce lethal damage when the radioisotope decays in
the cell nucleus [17, 18, 19, 20]. Typical Auger-electron energies range from
a few eV to approximately 75 keV, but most of these electrons have energies
between 20 and 500 eV, with a range of a few nanometers in water [21]. The
Linear Energy Transfer (LET) of such electrons has been estimated to be
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approximately 25 keV/μm [22]. This value together with the simultaneous
release of several electrons is responsible for the creation of many ionizing
sites that are clustered around the point source.
The energy threshold for the induction of a SSB is lower than 25 eV and
between 25 and 50 eV for a DSB [23], thus well below the typical energy of
Auger electrons. Despite we could think that direct ionizations of DNA are
suﬃcient to justify the reported high radiotoxicity when the point source is
located in close proximity to the DNA, it has become clear that the radiotoxic
eﬀects are mainly (90%) due to indirect mechanisms [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29].
Since the majority of a cell is made of water, the water molecules may become
ionized after interacting with an electron and could subsequently form free
radicals, which are typical damaging agents for the DNA. The number of free
radicals is proportional to the energy imparted to the medium [30].
An important but not well understood phenomenon related to the emission
of Auger electrons is the activation of the bystander eﬀect [31, 32], i.e. a
radiation-induced event in which non-radiotargeted cells exhibit radiation
eﬀects because of the signals received from neighboring irradiated cells.
Other enigmatic aspects are the possible temporal and angular correlations
between the emitted electrons.
Finally yet importantly, energy spectra of various Auger emitters have been
calculated by averaging the results obtained for a multitude of decays [9],
but the number of electrons emitted in each decay and information on their
energies have not been mapped.
An in-depth understanding of the radiobiological eﬀects of the Auger elec-
trons is necessary for accurate risk estimate calculations related to the ad-
ministration of many common radiopharmaceuticals. In fact, several Auger-
electron emitters that decay by electron capture and internal conversion are
used on a daily basis in many diagnostic nuclear medicine laboratories. Ex-
amples of such radionuclides include 99mTc, 111In, 123I, 125I, and 201Tl [21].
Speciﬁcally, the risk for these radionuclides is normally done by averaging the
energy imparted to all the cells of a tissue [22], which is in strong contrast
with the circumscribed range of action of Auger electrons.
Among the many reviews that have been written about the biological eﬀects
of Auger electron emitters, I would like to mention the following: [21, 22,
33, 34, 35, 36]. Summarizing the information contained in the aforesaid list
(especially [22] and [21]) and in the rest of this thesis, we can recapitulate
some of the most important radiobiological aspects of the Auger-electron
emitters:
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1. They show two contributing factors to the enhanced radiological toxi-
city: the multiplicity eﬀect (the Auger-electron cascade) and the dispro-
portionate high inﬂuence of end-of-track LET for low-energy electrons.
2. DSBs are induced by direct and indirect ionizations. Thanks to DNA
repair mechanisms, not all DSBs induced by Auger electrons lead to
cell death.
3. Their radiotoxicity is caused mainly by indirect mechanisms (90% pro-
bability).
4. The decay of Auger electron emitters covalently bound to nuclear DNA
leads to survival curves with no shoulder (high-LET-like) [22].
5. The decay of Auger electron emitters non-covalently bound to nuclear
DNA leads to survival curves with no shoulder (high-LET-like) or with
a shoulder (low-LET-like) [22].
6. The decay of Auger-electron-emitting radionuclides within the cyto-
plasm of mammalian cells or extracellularly produces no extraordinary
lethal eﬀects, and these survival curves resemble those observed with
X-rays (have a distinct shoulder) [22].
7. The decay of DNA-incorporated Auger electron-emitting radionucli-
des in mammalian cells leads to a bystander radiobiological eﬀect in
neighboring cells [22].
Absorbed dose calculations for low-energy electrons at
the cellular level
Absorbed dose is generally considered the primary measurement for asses-
sment and prediction of radiation-induced biological eﬀects. Any radiation
therapy needs accurate and precise dose planning. Speciﬁcally, internal ra-
diotherapy should aim at delivering well-deﬁned radiation doses to tumor
targets, while providing reliable estimates of collateral absorbed doses to
non-targeted organs and tissues, which have to be as low as possible.
The Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) committee develops standard
and widely accepted methods and models for assessing internal radiation
doses from administered radiopharmaceuticals. However, MIRD results are
questionable for low-energy electron emitters, which are my area of interest.
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MIRD committee's original approach for cellular dosimetry calculations con-
tains some well-known limitations that are discussed in details in Appendix
A and summarized in this section.
During my PhD, I have helped open a window into the fascinating world of
low-energy electron dosimetry, questioning the MIRD standard, which has
been in force since 1969. I have also developed the COOLER program as an
alternative and original analytical method for calculating the absorbed dose
for low-energy electrons at the subcellular level.
The historical use of Point Dose Kernels
The concept of point dose kernel is widely used for radionuclide dosimetry. It
describes the absorbed dose distribution around a point source. Depending
on the publication, a PDK can also indicate a dose rate distribution or it
could improperly refer to the so-called speciﬁc absorbed fraction (for example
in the MIRD formalism). The speciﬁc absorbed fraction is usually deﬁned
as the fraction of the initial electron energy E0 that is absorbed per unit
mass of the medium (usually water) at a radial distance r from the point
source. The use of PDKs requires the presence of a homogeneous medium
and, therefore, they are conveniently adopted for calculations at the cellular
scale (or below), for which the medium is generally considered water.
Given an isotropic point source emitting monoenergetic electrons of energy
E0 (one per decay), the speciﬁc absorbed fraction is calculated as:
Φ(r, E0) =
Edep
4
3
pir3ρE0
(2)
where Edep is the amount of energy deposited into the target and ρ is the
density of the water. It follows that the dose distribution D(r, E0) around
that source can be written as:
D(r, E0) = cA˜E0Φ(r, E0) (3)
This formula explains why Φ is often called point dose kernel. Φ(r, E0) is
often reported in g−1 and c is a constant to express the dose in units of Gy.
A˜ is the cumulated activity, which is calculated by integrating the activity
A (expressed in Bq) over time. Replacing A˜ with A, we obtain the dose rate
spatial distribution proﬁle.
If all the energy emitted is deposited into the medium (Edep = E0), the
following constraint is satisﬁed:
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∞ˆ
0
4pir2ρΦ(r, E0)dr = 1 (4)
Calling R the Continuous Slowing Down Approximation range, the speci-
ﬁc absorbed fraction Φ is often given in terms of the scaled point kernel
F (r/R,E0). Being x = r/R, we can deﬁne F as:
F (x,E0)dx ≡ 4piρr2Φ(r, E0)dr = 4piρx2Φ(x,E0)Rdx (5)
Thus
F (x,E0) = 4piρx
2RΦ(x,E0) (6)
In this sense, the scaling is obtained by expressing distances in units of the
CSDA range. It is sometimes convenient to use F instead of Φ to facilitate
interpolation processes and to minimize the dependence on the initial energy.
In fact, after the scaling, kernels for diﬀerent energies share the same scaled-
range of one. A minor modiﬁcation related to the scaling consists in using x90
(the 90-percentile distance) instead of R [37]. Such modiﬁcation is sometimes
useful to avoid the inﬂuence of statistical outliers of a measured electron
range.
With the exception of the ﬁrst reported PDKs (for example, [38]), they are
generally obtained through numerical calculations, simulating electron trans-
port in water. Monte Carlo track-structure codes that simulate the electron
slowing down process in an event-by-event manner can accurately compute
the PDKs for low-energy Auger electrons. This last aspect is further discus-
sed in Appendix A and at the end of this chapter.
The MIRD approach
In the formalism for cellular dosimetry of low-energy electrons, MIRD deﬁnes
the PDKs using the concept of speciﬁc absorbed fraction, which requires the
use of Geometric Reduction Factors Ψ and Cole's stopping power formula [3].
GRFs describe the irradiation eﬃcacy at a certain distance from the point
source in terms of the fraction of the sphere centered on the emission point
that overlaps with the target volume [2, 37]. The MIRD approach is well
described in Appendix A, where a description on how to use the GRFs to
calculate MIRD S-values is given.
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The COOLER approach
For a known activity distribution, the energy deposited to a target region
Edep can be obtained by convolving the activity term with the point dose
kernel function. In COOLER, the cumulated activity is normalized (A˜N) to
the total number of decays (1 decay in total), while the PDK (kdensity) is
given as the density of deposited energy (in water) at the radial coordinate
r from the electron-emitting point source.
Edep(r) = (A˜N ∗ kdensity)(r) (7)
In the three-dimensional discrete form used by COOLER, A˜N and kdensity
are given by two three-dimensional matrices: the activity matrix describes
the spatial distribution of the sites of decay in the source region, while the
density matrix deﬁnes a density of deposited energy in water (keV/µm3).
The density matrix is obtained from full Monte Carlo simulations and thus it
avoids the use of the CSDA approach. The COOLER program is therefore an
analytical tool that is based on fundamental principles of dose distribution
calculations and it is validated against Monte Carlo simulations. S-values
are ﬁnally calculated converting Edep from keV/(Bq · s) to Gy/(Bq · s) using
information on the volume and density of the target region (see Eq 1).
With the progress of COOLER, we have established a new method that
avoids most of the limitations contained in the MIRD formalism, including
the use of Cole's formula as an electron stopping power, the diﬃcult and
limiting adoption of the geometric reduction factors, and the employment of
the CSDA.
The divergence problem
Point dose kernels that are deﬁned as the dose distribution around a point
source or, like in COOLER, as the density of deposited energy at the radial
coordinate r have to overcome a divergence problem when r equals 0 (Fig 1,
panel B).
To provide an input for the discussion, we can calculate the absorbed dose
D in a spherical region of density ρ and radius r when the point source is
located at the center of the sphere:
D =
Edep
4
3
pir3ρ
(8)
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In COOLER, we score the amount of energy delivered within consecutive
spherical shells, concentric with the point source, and then we divide these
values by the volume of the corresponding shells. The PDK is constructed
accordingly, using the formula:
Di(r) =
Edepi
4
3
pi[(ri +
r1
2
)3 − (ri − r12 )3]ρ
(9)
Where ri is the radius of the i-th shell and r1 usually measures few nanometers
for our applications. The method is illustrated in Fig 1.
Figure 1: Multiple electron tracks are generated in water, isotropically from a point
source, using a Monte Carlo program. The amount of energy delivered within consecutive
spherical shells, concentric with the source, is scored (panel A) and then divided by the
volume of the corresponding shells (panel B). Being ρ = 1 g/cm3, the density of the
deposited energy at the radial coordinate r is the absorbed dose when the energy is given
in Joules.
Due to the divergence problem, it is necessary to verify the role of the PDK
in the model adopted for calculating the absorbed dose. A detailed descrip-
tion of this problem in presented in Chapter 3. The region around the point
source is the one with the highest absorbed dose value. Therefore, we directed
a great attention toward the implementation of the PDK in COOLER, espe-
cially keeping track of the total energy carried by the density kernel (that is
strictly related to the electron stopping power), which must be equal to E0,
i.e. to the starting energy of the emitted electrons. Moreover, all calculations
performed in COOLER have been validated against full Monte Carlo simula-
tions, using the two event-by-event codes PARTRAC [5, 6] and Geant4-DNA
[7].
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The appearance of a singularity at the origin is a very well know problem,
which implies both mathematical and physical considerations. From the mat-
hematical point of view, the divergence may be avoided by scaling the kernel
by r2. This probably explains why scaled dose kernels, which are well deﬁ-
ned only for spherical geometries, became so popular after their introduction
(Eq 5). Another (more general) solution to the divergence problem could
be found to some extent in the use of voxelized point dose kernels, where,
starting from Monte Carlo track-structure simulations, the energy deposited
in each voxel around the source is scored and recorded. The dose is then
calculated dividing the deposited energy values by the ﬁxed volume of the
voxel and subsequently stored into a three-dimensional matrix.
The purpose of this new method is to avoid the divergence problem but it
introduces a bias: according to the recorded Monte Carlo simulations, the
energy is always delivered in the same amounts at the same locations. In this
sense, a simple rotation of the dose matrix may not be enough. Despite being
of interest for my research, the voxelized procedure has not been investigated
yet.
From the physical point of view and for Auger-electron emitters, the diver-
gence problem is a more elusive concept that is hard to debate. In fact,
absorbed dose is typically employed to assess and predict those radiobiologi-
cal eﬀects that follow the irradiation. In principle, an inﬁnite value does not
make sense but it could perfectly describe the extreme level of radiotoxicity
in the closest proximity (at a distance shorter than 100 nm) of an Auger-
electron source. As I have already mentioned, most of the Auger-cascade
electrons have energies between 20 and 500 eV and a range of a few nano-
meters in water [21]. In this sense, the multiplicity of the electrons that are
emitted per each radioactive decay may prove extremely damaging, whene-
ver the emitter is located close enough to DNA. It has been experimentally
demonstrated that very low-energy electrons can induce a high rate of double
strand breaks in DNA [39]. Furthermore, as the Auger-cascade takes place,
charge transfer between the environment and the valence shell may or may
not occur. At the end of the cascade process, the atom could be therefore
highly ionized and interact with the DNA. Unfortunately, there is missing
experimental evidence for the time-scale of electron transfer from the DNA to
an Auger-emitter [40]. However, the possible interaction between the DNA
and the source would further enhance the radiotoxicity level of such emitters.
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The importance of the advancements in track-structure theory
The scarce penetration capabilities of low-energy electrons make direct me-
asurements of absorbed dose around point sources very diﬃcult. Anyhow,
scientists have experimentally tried to obtain dose kernels for beta parti-
cle emitters. In 1950, Loevinger focused on the issue of the dosimetry of
small sources, conducting transmission experiments with diﬀerent beta sour-
ces and relating the results to those that were expected from point sources
[41]. Five years later, Clark et al. investigated the ionization of air by beta
rays from point sources [42]. More than ten years after that publication,
and right before the already mentioned 1969 experiment of Arthur Cole [3],
Cross performed similar experiments and published three studies on the topic
[43, 44, 45].
Starting from about 1986, the scientiﬁc world has assisted at the rapid dif-
fusion of Monte Carlo techniques for addressing track-structure-related pro-
blems [46]. These represent powerful methods that can dramatically improve
the modeling of dose depositions around low-energy electron-emitting point-
sources. Importantly, for a given radionuclide distribution, the dose point
kernel can be used to calculate the dosimetry.
I have made a selection of recent articles that deal with this issue, the list in-
cludes: [47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. These ﬁve articles cover the progresses that have
been made in the last 13 years. The authors investigated a variety of codes (at
non-identical editions) and discussed the use of diﬀerent cross sections. This
results in a very detailed comparison of programs and physics models that
occur in a multitude of combinations. The long list of Monte Carlo programs
adopted in such scientiﬁc articles includes, for example: Geant4-DNA, EG-
Snrc, PENELOPE, CPA100, FLUKA, and MCNPX. This list is made even
longer when we include also the comparisons made with published results
obtained via EGS4, ACCEPT, NOREC, Geant4 (not the -DNA version),
and ETRAN. It is important to underline that none of these publications
compares its calculations with Cole's results or with other experiments, even
when the articles deal with MIRD cellular S-values. Although it is nearly
impossible to discuss the merits and limitations of the diﬀerent codes in this
place, some general and summarized conclusions can be drawn.
In [49], point isotropic sources were simulated at the center of a unit-density
sphere and PDKs were calculated. Outcomes from FLUKA and PENE-
LOPE were compared with some data found in the literature, obtained with
ETRAN, Geant4, and MCNPX. The authors concluded that the discrepan-
cies among the diﬀerent codes are within 7%, but slightly higher (12%) for
10 and 20 keV electrons.
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Champion et al. [50] tackled the same issue by reporting normalized ra-
dial dose proﬁles, for monoenergetic point sources in liquid water. From
their calculations, they observed that the shapes of the dose point kernels
were very similar among the diﬀerent codes. The comparison was based
on a large number of independently developed Monte Carlo electron track-
structure software, namely: Geant4-DNA, EGSnrc, CPA100, FLUKA, and
MCNPX. The tool that disagreed the most from the others was MCNPX,
which markedly overestimated the results for all the electron energies (10,
30, 50, and 100 keV). The authors concluded the comparison reporting the
results from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test. They found that the
Geant4-DNA simulations were statistically comparable with EGSnrc, PENE-
LOPE, and FLUKA computations (p-value > 0.05). On the contrary, much
smaller p-values were obtained for the comparisons with MCNPX and CPA
(only for the 30 and 50 keV simulations).
Uusijärvi and coworkers used the generated point kernel results (PENE-
LOPE, Geant4, MCNPX, and ETRAN) to calculate cellular S-values for
monoenergetic electrons. In a similar vein, in Appendix A we have com-
pared PARTRAC/COOLER results to Geant4-DNA and MIRD predictions,
clearly showing the presence of diﬀerences among the methods.
To summarize, we could say that discrepancies exist and, according to Cham-
pion et al., they are mostly related to the physics models implemented into
the diﬀerent codes. We could therefore say that further improvements are
needed to reduce diﬀerences among the programs. It is however important to
point out that none of the newer (Monte Carlo-based) methods have received
the acceptance of the MIRD and ICRP committees.
For the very speciﬁc case of Auger electrons, Falzone et al. [40] studied the
impact of decay data provided by the BrIccEmis stochastic atomic relaxation
model [8, 9] on PDKs and S-values. In the study, two diﬀerent methods have
been used: the isolated-atom and the condensed-phase approaches (there is
no universal agreement in the literature about what method should be em-
ployed). In the condensed-phase strategy, it is assumed that charge transfer
between the environment and the valence shell occurs during the cascade,
leaving the atom completely neutralized after the cascade process. In the
isolated-atom way, the atom becomes ionized. The authors concluded that
the choice of the atomic relaxation spectrum considerably aﬀects the dose
point kernels of Auger-electron emitters within the ﬁrst 100 nm (the dis-
tance that is most crucial for dealing with the divergence problem of Auger
electrons). Due to this reason, they invited to prudence when performing
calculations to evaluate the energy deposition of Auger-electron emitters at
the DNA scale. Nevertheless, these diﬀerences did not signiﬁcantly aﬀect
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S-values. In Appendix C, the condensed-phase approach and the BrIccEmis
code were used for calculating S-values. My results on this topic are discussed
in Chapter 3 and its corresponding publication.
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Chapter 2: The action of low-energy electrons
Chapter 2 starts by describing the role of COOLER in Appendix B and, more
in general, presenting the publication. In that scientiﬁc article, in order to
test the radiobiological eﬀects of tritiated water (HTO), clonogenic cell sur-
vival was measured and dose-eﬀect curves were produced for both external
and HTO-derived internal radiation exposure. The materials, the entire ex-
perimental procedure, the results and their discussion are well presented in
Appendix B. The second part of this chapter focuses mostly on an issue that
did not ﬁnd space in the publication, i.e. the methods for calculating clono-
genic cell survival curves. In other words, I will illustrate the math behind
the results given in Appendix B. Some considerations on the ﬁtting decisions
of Appendix B are also presented at the end of the chapter.
The COOLER code meets experimental needs: the tri-
tium case
Radiobiological eﬀects of tritiated water short-term exposure on V79 clono-
genic cell survival is the second publication listed in this thesis work (Ap-
pendix B) and for many aspects it is a continuation of what has been done in
Appendix A. In fact, the COOLER code is a tool for absorbed dose calculati-
ons for internal electron emitters that, in addition to monoenergetic electrons,
can be run for sources with continuous beta spectra. COOLER can simulate
the realistic case of a cellular contamination with tritiated water - that is a
radioactive form of water where stable H atoms are replaced with tritium.
In Appendix A, we have already shown that COOLER handles correctly the
continuous electron energy distribution resulting from tritium decay. In Ap-
pendix B, COOLER and experimental radiobiology meet to investigate the
biological eﬀects of low-energy electrons, comparing their cell-killing eﬃcacy
to that of external photon irradiation.
Given that tritium is a radioactive isotope of hydrogen and decays emitting
an electron with a maximum energy of 18.6 keV (β− decay), we employed
HTO as a model for testing COOLER computation capabilities. At the same
time, COOLER met the requests of the experimenters that were interested in
investigating the eﬀect of the cell growing conditions (the cellular geometries)
on RBE values. In fact, standard MIRD formalism cannot provide such
results and, before COOLER, the only tools available to cope with this issue
were Monte Carlo programs. In this work RBE values are based on the ratio
of the absorbed doses obtained from calculated ﬁts at the 10% cell survival
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level (D10).
It is important to stress that all experiments of Appendix B have been carried
out avoiding tritium incorporation into organic compounds, which would
have made dosimetry much more complex. This was made possible by using
short exposure treatments (high dose rates).
Looking at the calculated S-values we mainly observed no signiﬁcant diﬀe-
rences and RBE results for cells in suspension or adherent were always 2.
However, we have found that the change in the cell culture growth condition
is important as suspended V79 cells tend to quickly form small cell clusters,
which proved able to cause an increased resistance of the cells to ionizing
radiation.
With this study we have provided new knowledge about the biological action
of tritium and we could support with our results the idea that the RBE of
multiple low-energy electron-emission events is probably signiﬁcantly higher
than unity. In fact, tritium emits a single low-energy electron and the RBE
value that we have carefully calculated in Appendix B is already about 2.
There is no reason to expect multiple emissions of electrons at similar ener-
gies to be less eﬀective than tritium. This was of course extremely relevant
for the understanding of damage assessments of intracellular Auger-electron
emitters. Additionally, from the results of Appendix B, we could only attri-
bute the calculated RBEs to the high contribution of the end-of-track events
(the ﬁnal part of the electron track shows the biggest LET) to the biological
eﬀect.
Dose rate can dramatically aﬀect the biological consequences for a given
absorbed dose. For example, if the irradiation is protracted over a very long
time, the sub-lethal damage can be repaired during that exposure. As a
general rule, as the dose rate is reduced (the exposure time is extended), the
biological eﬀect of a given dose is reduced. For this reason, in our paper,
we wanted to underline the relevance of dose rate of the reference radiation
when measuring in-vitro RBE-values. Speciﬁcally, we showed the risk of
underestimating the biological eﬀect when not comparing tritium exposure
to a reference radiation with a similar dose rate. In fact, the calculated RBEs
ranged from 1.6 to 2.0 for adherent V79 cells, when compared respectively
to acute exposures or to similar dose rates of external γ-rays.
To conclude, although this paper is not a validation of the COOLER code
in the narrow sense (COOLER was already validated in Appendix A), the
similarities in the dose response curves for external (measured dose rates)
and internal (COOLER-calculated dose rates) exposures are a good biolo-
gical end-point veriﬁcation of the COOLER code calculations and the cell
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geometry assumptions.
Further insights on the dose response curves are given in Appendix B and in
the rest of this chapter.
Quantiﬁcation of cell-killing eﬀectiveness of low-energy
electrons
In the context of the clonogenic cell survival assay, a cell survival curve
describes the relationship between the absorbed dose and the fraction of
cells that survives the treatment. Traditionally, a survivor is deﬁned as a
cell that is able to produce a clone of at least 50 cells within a given time.
In brief (see Appendix B for more details), the assay protocol begins with
the exposure of cells to ionizing radiation. Then, a predeﬁned number of
individual cells are seeded and incubated for a few days, in order to let them
divide and form colonies. The seeding number is chosen according to the size
of radiation exposure and the expected order of survival rate magnitude. The
number of seeded cells is ensured by ﬁrst measuring the cell concentration in
the irradiated sample (by a cytometer), and pipetting the necessary volume
into the new growth medium. After a given amount of time, cells are ﬁxed
and stained, using, e.g., the Crystal Violet dye (Fig 2). Colonies with more
than 50 cells are considered viable and therefore scored (counted). It is
clear from this introduction that the clonogenic cell survival assay involves
not only biological aspects but also physical quantities; therefore, attention
should be given to the absorbed dose delivered and to the statistics of the
survival curves.
Figure 2: V79 cell clones are stained using the Crystal Violet dye.
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Absorbed dose calculations
When we employ external beams to irradiate the samples, dose rates and
exposure times can be measured. However, the dosimetry becomes more
challenging when internal emitters are used. In the case of internal expo-
sure from tritiated water, absorbed dose values are not readily available. In
fact, the tritium atom does not form only HTO but it can also replace the
hydrogen atoms of organic molecules. Therefore, the complexity of the dosi-
metry is given by the confounding eﬀect of tritium direct incorporation into
biomolecules or DNA precursors [52].
In our study in Appendix B, we avoided the complexity of tritium incorpo-
ration into organic compounds by adopting a high-dose-rate strategy, which
means relatively short exposures. In this sense, 180 minutes of exposure led
to absorbed dose values of approximately 7 Gy.
The COOLER code was used to calculate absorbed dose values for the in-
ternal exposures. However, as an example, we could design a simpliﬁed
geometry where no tools are really required to calculate the dose to the cell
nucleus.
Tritiated water is able to diﬀuse throughout the cell (and everywhere in the
cell culture medium) like water; therefore the radiation dose is assumed to be
homogeneous in the medium and in the cells because the sites of radioactive
decay are uniformly distributed. However, there may be some edge eﬀects,
close to sides and surfaces of cell culture ﬂasks, but for most cells and in
large volumes, these eﬀects can be ignored.
Let me assume the individual cell being ideally represented by two concentric
spheres with radii of 5.2 and 7.1 μm for the cell nucleus and the entire cell,
called respectively rN and rC . For this calculations rC is not required, but
it is mentioned for completeness. Let me also assume that a single decay
occurs in the cell nucleus (point-source approximation). Being the tritium
mean beta-decay energy very low (5.7 keV), the electron energy is delivered
almost locally, i.e. within a radial distance of 1 μm from the source. For
this reason, irrespective of the location of the isotope within the cell nucleus,
we can accept the simplifying assumption that all the decay energy will be
imparted to the nucleus. Given the above, the absorbed dose can be easily
calculated as in the following few steps:
〈E〉 = 5.7 keV = 9.13 · 10−16 J (10)
A cell is made mainly by water, therefore its density is:
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ρ = 1 g/cm3 (11)
As the cell nucleus (our source and target region) is a sphere of radius rN ,
its volume is:
VN = 4/3pir
3
N = 588.98 · 10−12 cm3 (12)
Therefore, the absorbed dose is given by:
D = 1.55·10−3Gy (13)
As the cell water content is assumed to be approx. 80% in the cell nucleus
[53], the nominal activity of tritiated water, and consequently D, is reduced
to 0.8:
D = 1.55·10−3·0.8 = 1.24·10−3Gy (14)
Dose values calculated per 1 decay are sometimes called S-values, and are
oﬃcially expressed in units of Gy ·Bq−1 · s−1.
Using the same cellular model of this example, an S-value of 1.46·10−3 was
calculated in COOLER (100% cell water content) and reported in Appendix
B. The diﬀerence between the two numbers depends on the assumption of
considering all the decay energy deposited into the target nucleus, which is
not realistic (for example, when the decay site is located on the edge of the
target) and COOLER takes this into account - being the energy of the single
decay uniformly distributed in the cell nucleus.
Statistics of the survivors
There are many ways for representing clonogenic cell survival curves, but
typically the linear-quadratic model is used:
SurvivingFraction = exp−(αD+βD
2) (15)
where α and β describe the linear and the quadratic parts of the curve.
Despite the simplicity of the equation, the curve can be calculated by diﬀerent
approaches. As biological errors are usually underestimated, some methods
look for large error bars, avoiding precise statistical ﬁne-tuning. Although the
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risk of underestimation is not well understood, experiments always deserve
proper data analysis but conclusions may include this argumentation.
In Appendix B, the α and β coeﬃcients of the dose-response curves were
obtained using the weighted least squares method, which can be calculated
via MATLAB, using the Curve Fitting Toolbox [54]. To obtain the two
parameters the software minimizes SUM , the summed square of the residuals
r, calculated for each of the N data points:
SUM =
N∑
i=1
r2i =
N∑
i=1
wi(yi − yˆi)2 (16)
Where ri is calculated as the product of the weight wi = 1/σ2i times the
diﬀerence between the observed response value yi and the ﬁtted response
value yˆi. Here, σi is the standard deviation of the surviving fraction and I
will spend the rest of this section showing how to calculate it.
At this point, the reader should be aware that in this work dose values are
considered exact numbers and therefore their standard deviations are not
included in the analysis. This assumption is supported by the long half-life
of tritium with respect to the time needed for the experiments contained in
the paper. Information on the accuracy of tritium activity concentration are
also given in Appendix B.
An important quantity of the clonogenic cell survival assay is the so-called
Plating Eﬃciency (abbreviated as PE), which can be explained as follows:
Imagine you have seeded 200 cells into a ﬂask, then you expect to score 200
colonies. However, for a number of reasons, this does not usually happen
and the plating eﬃciency takes this into account through the formula:
PE =
cells counted
cells seeded
· 100 (17)
Therefore, for example, if you count 100 cells, the PE is 50%. In Appendix
B, for each exposure time (for each dose) we performed 2 or 3 independent
experiments. Each of them contains replicates in three copies (called triplica-
tes), so that we have six or nine ﬂasks for each exposure time. As triplicates
originates from experiments carried out in the same laboratory session, they
might not be independent. More attention will be given to this point later
in this chapter.
Given a single experiment, every ﬂask has a proper PE−value, therefore
triplicates are pulled by calculating, for each exposure time, the average
plating eﬃciency (PE) and the standard deviation σPE.
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The Surviving Fraction (SF ) for that single experiment is calculated, for
diﬀerent exposures, by dividing the PE of the irradiated cells by the PE of
the control:
SF =
PEtreated sample
PEcontrol
(18)
Unfortunately, both terms contain uncertainties.
Suppose you measure two quantities a and b with uncertainties σa and σb.
Now you want to calculate some other quantity, which depends on the two
variables Q = f (a, b). What is the uncertainty of Q? It should come as no
surprise that the uncertainties of a and b propagate to the uncertainty of
Q. The general equation for error propagation is [55]:
σ2Q = (
∂f
∂a
)2σ2a + (
∂f
∂b
)2σ2b + 2(
∂f
∂a
· ∂f
∂b
)σab (19)
where σab is the covariance, deﬁned as:
σab =
1
n− 1(a− a¯)(b− b¯) (20)
a¯ and b¯ are the mean values of the variables a and b. In our example, the
number n of observations, equals 3.
If σab = 0, then:
σ2Q = (
∂f
∂a
)2σ2a + (
∂f
∂b
)2σ2b (21)
Using the triplicates, we have calculated average plating eﬃciencies and stan-
dard deviations at diﬀerent exposure times. Deﬁning PEtreated sample as a, and
PEcontrol as b, we get:
SF =
PEtreated sample
PEcontrol
≡ a
b
(22)
and solving the error propagation formula, we obtain:
σSF =
∣∣∣∣ab
∣∣∣∣√(σaa )2 + (σbb )2 − 2(σabab ) (23)
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From the analysis of the data used in Appendix B, we know that the covari-
ance σab is negligible, therefore σSF simpliﬁes to:
σSF =
∣∣∣∣ab
∣∣∣∣ √(σaa )2 + (σbb )2 (24)
So far we have analyzed the math of the replicates contained in a single
experiment. After carrying out the calculations for all the independent ex-
periments, we have to pool the results together. Assuming, as in Appendix
B, 3 diﬀerent experiments (numbered 1, 2, and 3), for each exposure time we
calculate the mean surviving fraction (SF ) and the standard deviation σSF :
SF =
SF1 + SF2 + SF3
3
(25)
Once again, every quantity contains uncertainties, therefore (using the error
propagation formula):
σSF =
1
3
√
σ21 + σ
2
2 + σ
2
3 (26)
I have started the statistical analysis, saying that Appendix B contains mul-
tiple independent experiments and questioning the statistical independence
of the replicates. Later, I have mentioned that in Appendix B the replicates
always show a negligible covariance and for that reason they might appear as
if they were independent. We should however keep in mind that covariance
= 0 does not guarantee independence (while independence guarantees null
covariance).
As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, some approaches for the calculation
of clonogenic cell survival curves result in large error bars. The diﬀerence
between two diﬀerent approaches is graphically shown, as an example, in Fig
3, where two models are compared. In Model 1, no distinctions are done
between replicates and independent experiments. Therefore, for each expo-
sure time, results from nine ﬂasks are averaged and the standard deviation
is used for ﬁtting the data. In Model 2, data are treated following the guide-
lines of this chapter. As can be seen, the diﬀerence is not dramatically big
in terms of ﬁt, but error bars are much larger in Model 1, which might bring
to misleading results when comparing diﬀerent survivals.
Cluster formation for suspended V79 cells reported in Appendix B had been
predicted theoretically after the analysis of the clonogenic cell survival curves
obtained with our statistical method.
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Figure 3: One set of data is treated with two diﬀerent statistical methods, named Model
1 and Model 2. In Model 1, no distinctions are done between replicates and independent
experiments. For each exposure time, results from nine ﬂasks are averaged and the stan-
dard deviation is used for ﬁtting the data. In Model 2, data are treated following the
guidelines of this chapter.
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Figure 4: Clonogenic cell survival curves using V79 cells grown as adherent monolayers
(blue lines) or in suspension (red lines) after exposure to tritiated water, as explained
in Appendix B. In Panel A, the ﬁtting of the suspension culture was performed using a
simple exponential function. All other curves contained in the ﬁgure were ﬁtted through
a linear-quadratic function.
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This ﬁnal section is a discussion on the ﬁtting decisions employed in Appendix
B, Fig 2B (or Fig 4A of this chapter). Since most of the information on the
materials and methods adopted in the publication are not repeated here, the
reader should postpone this ﬁnal section until after the reading of Appendix
B.
In Fig 4, the linear quadratic-model is used for the adherent cells (panels A
and B). For suspension cell data of panel A, the ﬁtting is reduced to the sim-
ple exponential function (the linear model). The question that is addressed
in this section is the following: would the conclusions of the article still be
valid if a linear-quadratic function was used for ﬁtting the suspension data?
The new ﬁt is calculated and shown in panel B. By graphically comparing
the two methods (panel A with panel B), we are able to quickly determine
that no big diﬀerences exist. All the conclusions presented in the publication
hold, despite they are softened. For example, it is still true that suspension
V79 cells tend to lose reproductive integrity more rapidly than adherent cells
at the lower doses. As a consequence, our speculation about the fact that
V79 cells are more stressed when grown in suspension (than when cultured
as adherent monolayers) is still valid. However, diﬀerences between the two
growing conditions are less pronounced and such conclusions could be obtai-
ned only thanks to the very small error bars. Another example: It is reported
in the literature and in our experiments of Appendix B that suspended V79
cells tend to form small cell clusters (the longer they remain suspended, the
larger the clusters that they form). We know from documented experiments,
which are cited in Appendix B, that such clusters cause an increased resis-
tance of the cells to ionizing radiation. In this sense, we could still justify the
increased radioresistance at the higher doses seen in Fig 4B by saying that
it is due to cluster formation.
The interpretation of our survival curves is not trivial and possibly there is no
way to delineate a perfect answer without conducting further experiments,
which are beyond the scope of the publication and of this thesis. However,
the elegance given by the opportunity of analyzing the results by binding the
ﬁtting technique to the cell geometry has convinced me to present the results
as illustrated in the scientiﬁc article.
It is important to point out that RBE-values depend on the ﬁtting method
and, therefore, they are expected to vary with the curve. The RBE calculated
with the new ﬁt drops from 2 to 1.7, which means that it is still higher than
unity and it stays close to our published value.
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Chapter 3: The Point Dose Kernel of 135La
135La as an Auger-electron emitter for targeted internal radiotherapy (Ap-
pendix C) is a detailed investigation on the production, emission, and dosi-
metry of 135La.
After the publication of the COOLER code, scientists have started becoming
interested in our dosimetric tool. In this perspective, my contribution to the
publication is in the framework of the dosimetry. Following the discussion of
Chapter 1, this section examines the use of a Point Dose Kernel (PDK) and
subsequent cellular S-value calculations for 135La.
In Chapter 1, I have deﬁned what we mean with PDKs and how they are
calculated. I have also introduced the divergence problem when the radial
distance from the point source equals zero (Fig 1). Here, I want to extend
my previous considerations for monoenergetic electrons to the case of 135La,
examining the role of the PDK for an Auger-electron emitter with several
electron branches, ranging from 0.007 to 35.6 keV (information on the de-
cay spectrum are reported in Appendix C). The dosimetry contained in the
article is here explained. Furthermore, additional considerations about the
inﬂuence of the diﬀerent electron branches on the PDK and on the S-values
are presented.
Electron dosimetry of 135La
In Appendix C, a paper showing that 135La has favorable nuclear and che-
mical properties for Auger-based targeted internal radiotherapy has been
presented. In the article, that nuclide has been compared to other common
radionuclides, namely the 177Lu and 90Y β emitters. S-value calculations for
135La were carried out with COOLER and with the MIRDcell software [4],
which was also used in Appendix A for S-value comparisons between our
dosimetric program and MIRD results. Unfortunately, at present, COOLER
contains only energy tables for electrons up to 50 keV. For this reason it was
not used for the dosimetry of 177Lu and 90Y, which were only investigated
under the MIRD formalism.
Careful cellular dosimetry calculations have been carried out using a detailed
decay spectrum obtained through the recently published BrIccEmis code
[8, 9]. The spectrum was obtained using the condensed-phase approach, i.e.
with continuous ﬁlling of the outermost vacancies due to interactions of the
radionuclide with the external environment. Electron branches were treated
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in COOLER according to their energy. In this sense, energies lower than 1
keV were considered local interactions, which means that all the energy was
deposited at the site of emission.
Since a spherical cellular model, ideally representing a ﬂoating V79 cell, was
used, COOLER cellular S-values could be compared to MIRD results. S-
value contributions to the cell nucleus (the target region) from a variety of
source regions were determined.
As reported in the paper, COOLER S-value results showed an increased
dose (when compared to MIRD predictions and using the BrIccEmis-derived
spectrum) for the compartments N ← Cy and N ← CS, 38% and 89%
respectively, while N ← N showed a 5% decrease. Being N the cell Nucleus,
Cy the Cytoplasm, and CS the Cell Surface. This is in agreement with
the considerations I made for the validation of COOLER in Appendix A,
where the same cellular model was employed. In fact, the dosimetry of the
N ← N case is driven by the electron energies below 10 keV (the only
branches above that value are 26.3, 31.0, 35.6 keV), which always showed
a general good agreement with MIRD results. For the other two target←
source region combinations, the diﬀerences in the dosimetry were driven by
the 26.3 and 31.0 keV electron branches, as the 35.6 keV electrons showed
a very small emission yield. In Appendix A we observed that discrepancies
between COOLER and MIRD are remarkable around 25 keV. At that energy
level, there is indeed a pronounced peak in the energy-deposition curve that
is located at approximately 6 μm from the point source. This value is very
similar to the radius of a V79 cell nucleus. For this reason, diﬀerences on
S-values seem to be due only to the adoption of diﬀerent energy-deposition
models (Cole's formula for MIRD formalism, Monte Carlo simulations for
COOLER). This can be further conﬁrmed when we focus on the N ← CS
case. The surface of the cell is located at a distance of approximately 7 μm
from the center of the cell nucleus. Using COOLER, the energy deposition
peak falls perfectly inside the target region, while under the MIRD approach
the majority of the energy is delivered between 11 and 15 μm (Appendix
A, Fig 5B), which means that a big fraction is deposited outside the target.
The N ← Cy case presented smaller S-values than the N ← N case. This
happened because of the increasing volume dimension of the source region:
VN = 590µm
3, VCy = 910µm3. In fact, the activity normalization factor
increases with the volume of the source region, as it has been well explained
in Appendix A.
Diﬀerences in COOLER between the use of the BrIccEmis and NuDat 2
decay information mainly arise for the diﬀerent total decay energy (NuDat
2: 5.1 keV/decay. BrIccEmis: 6.5 keV/decay. Diﬀerence of about 27%) and,
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of course, because of a diﬀerent weighting of the various electron branches.
Moreover, the lack of the M and N branches in the NuDat scheme provides
additional justiﬁcation to the 23% decrease of the S-value for the N ← N
case.
Further considerations are underlined about the dosimetry of 135La in Appen-
dix C. For example, the fraction of electron kinetic energy that is absorbed
within a sphere of increasing radius is plotted. Although this ﬁgure hides
the full impact of the Auger emissions, it points out the diﬀerence between
MIRD and COOLER. In fact, considering a sphere with a diameter of 10 μm,
MIRD calculates the fraction of deposited energy being 80% while COOLER
returned a value close to 95%. With this example, it becomes clear that
MIRD calculations may underestimate absorbed dose values for tumor treat-
ment planning. Once again, the reason behind such discrepancy is found in
the diﬀerent energy-deposition curves adopted by the two approaches. This
is further discussed in Appendix C by comparing the PDKs of 135La obtained
through the two approaches. Additional considerations on the PDK of such
nuclide will follow in the rest of this chapter.
Role of E < 1 keV electrons in the Point Dose Kernel of 135La
A PDK is an instrument for calculating the absorbed dose to a certain target.
This means that we are not interested in the dose kernels as such, but in their
use for predicting the DNA damage or other relevant biological eﬀects that
follow the irradiation.
For a multi-branch electron emitter such as the 135La, the PDK describes the
absorbed dose distribution around the site of radioactive decay, calculated
by summing up the contribution of individual electron branches, weighted by
their emission yield. The length of the kernel equals the range of the most
energetic electron (35.6 keV in our study).
The PDK of 135La is calculated with COOLER and presented in Fig 5, with
(green line) and without (blue line) the contribution of electron energies
below 1 keV. The diﬀerence between the two lines can be appreciated only
on the log-log scale. The growing region at the beginning of the blue line
is an artifact that depends on the plotting algorithm and not on COOLER
results. In fact, PDKs of diﬀerent electron branches have been ﬁtted and
added up together. The artifact is due to an approximation of the ﬁt.
On average, 0.9 electrons, out of 10.9 emitted per decay, have energies greater
than 1 keV and only the 0.8% of the electrons have a range long enough to
produce crossﬁre (cell to neighboring cell nucleus) eﬀects. Due to their longer
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range and higher energy, these electrons greatly deﬁne the shape of the kernel
and the absorbed dose to the target, but they may be not very helpful for
predicting the DNA damage.
Figure 5: The point dose kernel of 135La is calculated including all electron branches
(green line) and excluding electrons with initial energy below 1 keV (blue line).
In Appendix C we state that the formation of a double-strand break with a
single pass of an electron with energy greater than 20 keV is unlikely because
the average distance between subsequent ionization events is much larger
than the distance between the DNA strands. In terms of track structure,
the eﬃcacy of those Auger-electron emitters that are covalently bound to
the DNA is due to the simultaneous multiple emission of several low-energy
and short-range electrons. Each of them can interact with the DNA through
various energy deposition sites. Electron tracks of very low-energy electrons
are rolled up on themselves (Fig 6) and this mainly happens because of
inelastic collisions of the ejected electrons with the orbital electrons of the
atoms of the medium (as they do not have enough momentum to penetrate
the shielding of the orbital electrons of the atom). In particular, inelastic
collisions generate large scattering angles by following the equation [56]:
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cosθ =
√√√√T ′(T + 2mc2)
T (T ′ + 2mc2)
(27)
Being θ the scattering angle. T is the kinetic energy of the incident electron
and T´ its energy after the collision. m is the mass of the electron.
I should like to ﬁnish with one last consideration on the construction of the
PDKs. Since they are calculated scoring the amount of energy delivered at
diﬀerent radial distances from the source, their appearance strongly relates
to the chosen spatial resolution. For example, the construction of a PDK for
a monoenergetic electron with a range shorter than 1 μm requires a nanoscale
resolution. For this reason and because of Eq 9, initial values of PDKs that
are derived for very low-energy electrons are generally very high and often
misleading. To say it with the case of 135La, in Fig 5, approximately 104
Gy are delivered at 10 nm from the point source (green line). Increasing the
resolution by a factor of ten, the dose in the ﬁrst point of the dose kernel
increases by two orders of magnitude (leading in principle to doses around
one million Gy).
Role of E < 1 keV electrons in the S-values of 135La
During my PhD, I have stated many times that accurate absorbed dose calcu-
lations, at the cellular level, are necessary when considering the employment
of low-energy electron emitters. In Appendix C, we have adopted a detailed
radiation spectrum for S-value calculations, which was obtained using the
recently developed Auger-cascade model BrIccEmis [9].
Despite the high level of detail of the new spectrum compared to the infor-
mation contained in the more conventionally used NuDat 2 (that does not
include electrons below 3 keV; https://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nudat2/), we have
not seen drastic changes in the cellular S-values.
In Tab 1, I have calculated the S-values for diﬀerent combinations of source
and target regions using three diﬀerent versions of the 135La spectrum pro-
vided by the BrIccEmis model. For the N ← N case, 1.23E-03 Gy/decay
are calculated using the full spectrum, reported in Appendix C. While the
76% of this value is carried by those electrons that have energies greater than
1 keV, the rest is solely due to the very low-energy electrons. This means
that higher electron branches deﬁne both the shape of the PDKs and the
S-values (N ← N). This is due to the fact that they carry the majority of
the decay energy. However, electrons with energy greater than 1 keV (8% of
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target← source 135La spectrum 135La spectrum (E > 1 keV ) 135La spectrum (E < 1 keV )
N ← N 1.23E-03 9.38E-04 2.96E-04
N ← Cy 9.39E-05 9.39E-05 0
N ← CS 5.84E-05 5.84E-05 0
Table 1: S-values calculated with COOLER using the BrIccEmis spectrum as input.
Results are calculated at ﬁrst for the full spectrum, then only electron branches with
energies above (column 3) and below (column 4) 1 keV are considered. Results are given
in units of Gy per decay. Abbreviations: N stands for Nucleus, Cy for Cytoplasm, CS for
Cell Surface.
the total) do not completely justify the interest for Auger-electron emitters,
as their radiotoxicity (when placed close enough to DNA) mainly relies on
the remaining electrons (92% of the total), which carry just 19% of the total
energy.
In conclusion, the considerations I have made in this section add up to moun-
ting evidence that the radiotoxicity of Auger emitters is strictly related to the
emitted very low-energy/short-track electrons, which are all released, almost
simultaneously, from the same emission point.
Figure 6: Electron tracks are generated in water at diﬀerent energies, using the PAR-
TRAC Monte Carlo code. Each panel shows 10 diﬀerent tracks (2D projections) with
initial velocity vectors pointing upward. Distances are always expressed in micrometers.
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Chapter 4: An automated cell colony counter
This section is an introduction to the paper: Cell colony counter called
CoCoNut (Appendix D), which is a study on the possibility to create an
inexpensive and reliable tool for the automate scoring of cellular clones, ac-
cording to the clonogenic cell survival assay [57].
In Appendix B, COOLER was combined with the use of tritiated water,
which was chosen as a model for the characterization of the radiobiological
eﬀects of low-energy electrons on V79 clonogenic cell survival. Their synergy
has led to precise dose calculations and accurate RBE-value estimation for
tritiated water.
Our study required the execution of the clonogenic cell survival assay, which
brought to our attention the need for a fast and economical computer-based
cell colony counter, suitable for scoring extensive amounts of cell colonies in
order to minimize the statistical noise. Following that need, I have started
developing CoCoNut (Colony Counter developed by the Nutech department
at the Technical University of Denmark), which is presented in my thesis
(Appendix D).
In this chapter, I will show the preliminary steps towards the creation of
CoCoNut. I will introduce a simpler computer-based cell-clone counting tool
that can analyze the cell colonies contained in a cell culture ﬂask. It overco-
mes some of the most common concerns of slow manual counting procedures,
including the weariness of the counting personnel and the subjectivity of am-
biguous scoring cases. Finally, I will underline the merits of such tool and
discuss its limitations, some of which are addressed in CoCoNut.
Except where otherwise indicated, full information on the materials employed
for this study are reported in Appendix D.
An introduction to the ImageJ-based cell-clone counting
tool
The clonogenic assay is a well-established method to measure cell response to
damaging agents such as tritiated water (HTO). A cell survival curve descri-
bes the relationship between the radiation dose and the fraction of cells that
survives the treatment. A survivor is deﬁned as a cell that is able to produce
a clone of at least 50 cells within a given time. Colonies containing more
than 50 cells are therefore counted. Image-based cell-clone counter tools can
perform eﬃcient analyses of the cell colonies contained in a cell culture ﬂask,
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giving access to parameters (e.g. perimeter and area) that could be used to
describe morphological characteristics of the cell clones (see Fig 2). However,
computer methods that rely on image analysis are up against a number of
problems. First, pictures of the cell culture ﬂasks should be taken under uni-
form lighting conditions, avoiding shadows and reﬂections that could cause
misleading results. Second, the separation of merging colonies is a substantial
problem that code developers have to consider to avoid the underestimation
of the number of viable colonies. Third, cell colonies have some aﬃnity for
culture ﬂask-, well- or dish-edges, making it diﬃcult to identify them as single
colonies. Fourth, accurate background recognition is necessary to avoid un-
wanted sources of errors, such as the erroneous identiﬁcation of ﬂask borders
as cells. Fifth, the method should be low-cost and user-friendly, providing
direct access to the code, which, de facto, excludes all commercially available
tools. In this preliminary work, I tried to progress simultaneously in two
of the listed problems, the ﬁrst and the ﬁfth, providing a method that ta-
kes advantage of the freely available software ImageJ and of an inexpensive
photographic light-box for acquiring pictures of the samples under optimal
uniform lighting conditions. The method consists of two major steps: the
picture acquisition and the analysis of the images, which are described in
details in the following.
A sample application of the new method is shown (Fig 9) and discussed in
this chapter to give the reader a better understanding of the steps that have
brought me to the realization of CoCoNut, as it is presented in Appendix D.
Picture acquisition of cell clones
Pictures acquisition was performed using a MK50 studio photo light-box
(Andoer Sanoto, www.andoer.com) and a Canon EOS 500D digital camera.
Images were taken using a self-timer with a 2-second delay to prevent camera
trembling and saved in the jpg format. The light-box was customized by
adding a metal support for the camera, which was coupled to a Canon EF 18-
55 mm f/3,5-5,6 IS lens. The photographic lens was set at the focal length of
55 mm, the stabilizer was deactivated, and the auto focus was disabled after
focus adjustment. Cell culture ﬂasks were placed in the light-box with the
help of a white plastic jig, crafted by the Hevesy Laboratory workshop staﬀ.
The light-box was illuminated by a ﬂuorescent tube at a color temperature
of 5500K.
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Uniform lighting conditions
Expensive hardware for image acquisition is not always congenial with small
laboratories. In this perspective, the adoption of ﬂatbed scanners has been
suggested several times over years [58, 59, 60]. Of course, these instruments
are typically very limited and do not oﬀer full control of the picture acquisi-
tion settings. Flatbed scanners are generally advised for providing uniform
lighting conditions during the imaging of cell culture ﬂasks, dishes, etc. but,
surprisingly, I could not ﬁnd any experiment in the literature to attest the
uniformity quality.
In Fig 7, we have compared our ﬂatbed scanner (WorkCentre 7775, Xerox,
Ballerup, Denmark) with the MK50 light-box, which was coupled to the Ca-
non camera. We have tested uniform lighting using the X-Rite ColorChecker
White Balance target as described in Appendix D.
From Fig 7 comparison, we can state that ﬂuctuations of the grayscale value
are dramatically higher for the cheap Xerox scanner. Moreover, the exposure
value is handled diﬀerently by the two instruments. Our light-box/camera
system returns an average grayscale value of about 128 that is halfway be-
tween black and white. The mean grayscale value of the scanner is much
higher, approximately 185. This is not a problem but doubts arise about the
risk of clipping, i.e. on the possibility to loose information of an image when
the intensity falls outside the range of intensities that can be represented.
The absence of full manual control in the Xerox device prevented from achie-
ving a better exposure. For what concerns the uniformity of the lighting, the
light-box presents a remarkable uniformity across the whole target. On the
contrary, a 5% signal drop has been registered along the external side of the
X-Rite target that faces the outer side of the scanner. This was probably
due to the lid of the Xerox device that remains partially lifted when a thick
object is scanned.
The longest spikes in the ﬁgure are dust residuals on the surface of the
ColorChecker and do not represent defects of the instrumentation.
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Figure 7: Uniform lighting conditions have been tested for the Xerox ﬂatbed scanner (A)
and the Sanoto light-box (B) using the X-Rite White balance target. Pictures have been
analyzed through an interactive ImageJ plugin, called 3D surface plot. The luminance
of an image is interpreted as the height of the plot and it is measured across the whole
surface. In the panels above, the viewing angle is adjusted in order to show the grayscale
proﬁle from two diﬀerent sides: x and y. Although only two proﬁles are shown, the whole
surface has been analyzed.
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Automated image analysis
After picture acquisition, photos were analyzed using the homemade ImageJ
macro. As a preliminary step, in order to make a clearer distinction between
the bright background and the dark colonies, we used Adobe Photoshop CS6
(http://www.adobe.com) to adjust the tonal range of the pictures (with ﬁxed
settings for all the images). We increased the separation between highlights
and shadows, namely we made the background brighter and the colonies
darker. Photoshop prevented clipping and loss of details in the highlight or
shadow areas. Subsequently, the RGB images were split in ImageJ into their
three separate color components, eliminating the Red and the Blue channels
but preserving the Green. To better understand this passage, I need to
mention that we stained our cell clones with the Crystal Violet dye. The line
of purples is the locus at the bottom of the CIE chromaticity diagram(Fig
10). It is located in a diametrically opposite position in respect of the greens,
therefore the signal shown by the violet cell clones is weaker in G (greatest
contrast) than in R or B. Since 8 bits are used to represent G, its values
can only range between 0 and 255 (28 = 256). While the colonies have
values close to 0, the bright background shows the highest grayscale values,
typically very close to 255. The use of the three RGB channels at the same
time, would mediate this eﬀect, leading to a loss of contrast. The third step
of the ImageJ macro applied a threshold to the pictures. Thresholding is a
common technique to isolate the foreground of an image from its background
by creating a binary picture. The thresholding method employed by our
macro is the one selected by default by ImageJ; it is an application of the
IsoData method described by Ridler et al. in 1978 [61]. ImageJ calculates
a cutoﬀ value, which can be adjusted by the experimenter. The same value
is maintained for all the samples. Every pixel lower than the cutoﬀ value
is associated to the foreground, while the others belong to the background.
Such value is decided by the user after the analysis of a single chosen ﬂask in
order to provide comparable results between the manual and the automated
scoring. After thresholding, the ImageJ built-in watershed algorithm was
applied to separate merging colonies with a smooth convex shape. Finally,
the ImageJ command Analyze particles was executed to count the colonies,
considering only those colonies with circularity between 0.2 and 1. Circularity
is deﬁned as:
Circularity = 4pi · (Area/Perimeter2) (28)
A circularity of one implies a perfect circle. It is generally reported that as the
value goes towards zero, the circularity represents an increasingly elongated
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polygon. Although this is generally true for roundish forms, panels A, B, and
C of Fig 8 show an exception to this statement, where the more elongated
form (A) has the higher circularity. Surprisingly, panels B and C present the
same circularity of 0.38.
In addition to the circularity, the tool wants to know the area of the particles
to be scored. Cell clones with dimensions that fall outside the range speciﬁed
in this ﬁeld are discarded. Allowed values can range between zero and inﬁnity.
The threshold cutoﬀ value and the size of the cell clones are the only two
parameters that have to be tuned by the users for calibrating the tool.
Figure 8: According to Eq 28, circularity measures the roundness of an object. It has
been calculated with ImageJ for the diﬀerent shapes shown above: A) 0.54; B) 0.38; C)
0.38; D) 0.79; E) 0.83; F) 0.90.
Comparison between the ImageJ-based counter and ma-
nual scoring
Three independent scorers have measured the cell survival for adherent V79
cells after HTO exposure at a dose rate of 0.34 Gy/h using a 137Cs source
(Information on the source are given in Appendix B). In addition, a picture-
based analysis of the colonies using our ImageJ macro was performed (Fig 9).
The graphs achieved by scorer 1, 2, and 3 via manual scoring (without the aid
of a computer) are nearly identical to each other, while the computer-based
analysis results, using the ImageJ macro, were slightly lower.
Discussion on the results and on the needs for impro-
vements
At the beginning of new projects, the radiation biology researcher interested
in the clonogenic cell survival assay (or similar assays) may not have the
time for carefully scoring many thousands of cell clones. At the same time
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Figure 9: Comparison between the results of three independent scorers (1, 2, and 3) and
our ImageJ-based macro. Data represent the survival fraction of adherent V79 cells after
the exposure to external γ-rays at a dose rate of 0.34 Gy/h (137Cs). Error bars represent
the Standard Error of the Mean (SEM) of triplicate samples from one experiment.
he might not have the resources for buying expensive computer-vision aids
that are commercially available. For such reasons and to improve general
reproducibility of scientiﬁc results, we introduced a new ImageJ-based tool
that allows fast and reliable cell clone scoring. Therefore, cell clone counts
obtained scoring by eye were compared to the results achieved with the coun-
ting tool (Fig 9). The computer-based analysis provided slightly lower clone
numbers. This seemed to be due to the fact that colonies on the side walls
were missed during the analysis because they were not visible in the photos.
In addition, overlapping colonies and colonies amassed on the ﬂask borders
might be underrepresented. It also became clear that the ImageJ macro we
created cannot be used with fuzzy colonies. Further improvements of the ma-
cro and picture acquisition could increase the accuracy of the scoring. The
extreme simplicity of the macro and its speed of use, in addition to excellent
lighting conditions provided by the light-box, have laid the groundwork for
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the creation of a more advanced colony counter, which is now available under
the name of CoCoNut.
A number of changes have been introduced in CoCoNut. The new tool fully
relies on ImageJ, avoiding the use of Photoshop. It is faster to work with
just one software, but the main reason for discarding Photoshop is that it is
diﬃcult to understand whether its functions apply linear modiﬁcations to the
images or not. This is due to the fact that Photoshop is a software devoted
to picture enhancement and has limited scientiﬁc features.
With CoCoNut we have developed an even more user-friendly and cost-
eﬀective tool. We have put big eﬀorts in the background identiﬁcation issue.
The main novelty consists in the introduction of a mathematical division pro-
cedure, where the picture of a ﬂask that contains the cells (the foreground)
is divided by the image of an empty ﬂask, which represents the background.
With this operation, we want to eliminate the structure of the ﬂask from the
images, removing completely the background to simplify the analysis of the
foreground and improve the analysis of the cell clones. A detailed description
of the division step is given in Appendix D. This new feature has come with
a price; ﬂasks have to be positioned always in the very same position inside
the light-box in order to allow perfect alignment of the images during the di-
vision procedure. For this reason we have designed a 3D-printable light-box
that contains a plastic mask for optimal positioning of the ﬂasks. It can be
downloaded together with the CoCoNut macro. In this way, every laboratory
interested in using or further developing CoCoNut will have the possibility
to work with the same instrumentation. Despite the Sanoto MK50 light-box
provides optimal lighting conditions, it is big, it might not be available in
the future, and it may not be available everywhere.
In CoCoNut, thresholding is fully automated and does not require any ad-
justments from the user. Therefore, the only parameter to be decided is the
size of the smallest colony to be counted. When too many parameters have
to be set, the calibration steps become time consuming and objectivity could
be lost.
A new parameter for measuring the roundness of the imaged objects is nee-
ded, but this issue, which is related to the deﬁnition of circularity, has not
been addressed yet in CoCoNut. The deﬁnition of a new quantity could
improve the analysis of the background, improving the identiﬁcation of the
cell clones. Finally, the consequences of the absence of a microscope in the
hardware of CoCoNut will be discussed in Appendix D.
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Figure 10: The CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram is shown. Wavelengths (µm) are indi-
cated along the curved boundary. The black solid curve represents the black body locus,
where the dots correspond to the set of temperatures listed at the bottom of the ﬁgure.
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Conclusions and Perspectives
The possibility of using Auger electrons for highly-targeted radionuclide ther-
apy heavily relies on the understanding of their dosimetry and on the radi-
obiological eﬀects of low-energy electron emitters. My PhD aimed at stu-
dying the action of low-energy electron emissions on single cells. In order
to achieve this goal, a software program, called COOLER, has been created
for low-energy electron dosimetry assessments at the cellular and subcellular
scale. Thanks to COOLER, it is now possible to perform accurate absorbed
dose calculations for diﬀerent cellular models, electron energy inputs, and
activity distributions.
Two important contributing factors to the radiological toxicity of Auger-
electrons are the multiplicity eﬀect and the disproportionate high inﬂuence of
the constantly-growing end-of-track LET of low-energy electrons. We could
isolate for the ﬁrst time the two factors in our study on the radiobiological
eﬀects of tritiated water short-term exposures of V79 cells, concluding that
RBEs greater than unity can be achieved, in and of itself, by single emissions
of low-energy electrons. The additional contribution of the multiplicity eﬀect
leaves room for new research projects, directed at the further conﬁrmation
of the therapeutic potential of the Auger-electron emitters.
It is because of this project, which required the use of the clonogenic cell
survival assay, that we decided to develop a computer-vision aid to preform
prompt analysis of cell clones contained in cell culture ﬂasks. This tool will
certainly simplify future radiobiological experiments, not exclusively those
devoted to the investigation of the Auger electrons. The most welcome im-
provement would be the possibility to successfully analyze tumor cell lines,
which are more challenging to image than V79 ﬁbroblasts.
COOLER ﬁrst application to an Auger-electron emitter was carried out for
the investigation of 135La as an emitter for targeted internal radiotherapy
purposes. Conventional dosimetry based on cellular S-values calculations
has been presented in Appendix C but those considerations that are relevant
to Auger-electron therapy are mostly disseminated between chapter 1 and 3
of this thesis. Such notions are strictly related to the concept of point dose
kernel and can be summarized by saying that K and L electron branches of
135La deﬁne the shape of the PDKs and are the main contributors to the
S-values, even when they represent a small percentage of the total number
of the emitted electrons. On the contrary, low-energy electrons could be
more relevant for explaining the radiotoxicity of Auger-electron emitters for
internal highly-targeted radionuclide therapy.
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I believe that our calculations are the best possible results as far as we con-
sider the radioactive sites of decay homogeneously distributed in the cell
regions and we use mean Auger electron intensities, excluding from the cal-
culations spatial and temporal coincidence. However, the importance of the
less energetic electrons, those that have penetration depths of only a fraction
of micrometers, becomes extremely relevant when considering more accurate
distributions, for example when the radioactive emitters are covalently bound
to DNA. Future research studies should aim at deﬁning their role when it co-
mes to the prediction of the IR-induced DNA damage due to Auger-electron
emitting radionuclides, possibly solving at the same time the divergence
problem of the PDKs (a workable solution has been presented in Chapter
1).
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